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WILL HILLARY STEAL THE ELECTION, AGAIN?

HILLARY & RNC FACTION RIGGED OHIO VOTE AGAINST
KERRY AND SANDERS. WILL DONALD TRUMP BE NEXT?

CITIZEN WATCHDOGS SHOULD STEP IN TO ELIMINATE
THIS VOTE FRAUD

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION  | JUL. 22, 2016, UPDATED JUL. 29, 2016 |
PDF

FIG. 1–On Sep. 26, 2009 , Hillary and the State Department contracted with Facebook for a “template for
winning elections.” Never mind that it is illegal for federal officials to tamper with U.S. elections. Never
mind that Columbus innovator Leader Technologies had filed suit against Facebook for infringing their social
networking patent, thus rending Hillary's activity obstruction of justice, and making the Hillary's collaboration
with Facebook RICO racketeering—organized crime.

FACEBOOK: WHATEVER HILLARY WANTS, HILLARY GETS 

Clearly Facebook in their treachery owes Hillary and will give her whatever she wants. One sure outcome will
be use of Hillary's template for winning elections that she paid for in 2009, which certainly includes an army
of Facebook hackers to fix the election results in swing states—if they are not stopped.

We The People must ensure that Corrupt Hillary does not get what she wants.
Photo: Politico.

Click here to view the full documentary: 
Clinton Cash ‐ Everything is for Sale
released Jul. 26, 2016.

Updated Jul. 23, 2016. Note: Most broken l inks have
been repaired (We think! A hacker  selectively deleted
over  300 documents which we have restored).

CLICK HERE FOR HIJACK OF
THE INTERNET TIMELINE
AND DATABASE
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Stephen C. Siu,
Former IBM colleague of
David J. Kappos, former
Obama‐appointed Patent

Office director; Siu is the
evident "hatchet man" for

taking over the Internet via
IBM's "Internet of Things
(IoT)" scheme to monitor

your toaster

Leonard P. Stark, 
Obama‐appointed, presided

over the 
Leader v. Facebook

protection of Facebook
(Hillary's go‐to eDiplomacy

system) —See previous post )

Richard G. Andrews,
Obama‐appointed

Barack Obama and Valerie Jarrett
met with IBM as part of his
Technology CEO Council (aka IBM
Eclipse Foundation) on Mar. 02,
2015. Obama wrote IBM into Feb.
09, 2016 Executive Order –
"Commission on "Enhancing National
Cybersecurity. " See previous post.

Danny A. Devito, 
Skadden Arps LLP,

JPMorgan's chief attorney
"Punk with a Pen"

Bob Cruikshank, 
Clerk for Judge Andrews

News Update Jul. 28, 2016!
Dr. Arunachalam spoke briefly this
morning with chief judge Leonard P.
Stark about the runaround in the courts
he oversees. He pretended not to
remember her even though he had been
a mediator in one of her earlier patent
infringement cases. He refused to speak
with her, referred her to the Clerk (who
passed it to Judge Andrews—a defendant
in the case), and hung up on her. Saul
Alinsky's Rules for Radicals : When your
scheme is exposed. Deny. Deny. Deny.

NEWS UPDATE! JUL. 27, 2016 

MORE PROOF OF THE
RIGGED SYSTEM

Internet pioneer Dr.
Lakshmi
Arunachalam
recently filed a
RICO racketeering
complaint against
IBM, JPMorgan, SAP,
Judge Richard G.
Andrews and others
for collusion to
steal her
inventions. She is
the former director
of network
architecture for Sun
Microsystems and
holds over a dozen patents on web applications.
IBM, JPMorgan, SAP and their co‐conspirators
exploit her inventions to run their Internet
businesses. The Patent Office has assigned THE
SAME former IBM patent judge Stephen C. Siu—who
was assigned to kill Leader Technologies' patent—is now assigned to "reexamine"
hers now. Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration, Arunachalam v. IBM et al, Case
No. 16‐cv‐281‐RGA (D.C. Del. 2016). Click here for Full RICO Complaint.

Scandalously, the chief judge Leonard P. Stark, an Obama

appointee, assigned the case to Judge Andrews, another Obama appointee and
one of the defendants! Judge Andrews never even answered the complaint. The
U.S. Attorney filed an informational brief claiming federal judges are above
the law and immune from corruption charges After Judge Andrews failed to
answer, Dr. Arunachalam asked for a prefunctory factual statement from the
clerk that the judge did not answer called an "Entry of Default." 

NEW! JUL. 30, 2016—The legal concept of "absolute immunity" for judges has
an odorous old boy history. The U.S. Supreme Court is contradictory. On the one
hand, the Court in US v. Lee (1982) said "No man in this country is so high that
he is above the law... [and is] bound to obey it." On the other, the Court ruled
in Stump v. Sparkman (1978) that judges have absolute immunity—even for
fraud, theft, bribery, collusion, conspiracy, civil rights violations and organized

crime! Stump is sometimes called the most controversial in history. Either way, Congress is free to remove the
judge by impeachment, which has occurred only 14 times. Regardless, Judge Andrews can still appear as a
witness, and therefore, must recuse himself from Dr. Arunachalam's cases. 

Shockingly, Delaware clerk Bob Cruikshank has
refused to sign the Entry of Default placing Dr.
Arunachalam's case in jeopardy since she only has
a fixed number of days to take follow‐up steps.
The judge is evidently stonewalling to run out her
procedural clock against him. According to Dr.
Arunachalam, Cruikshank gave three different
reasons this morning for the delay, the latest being
that the Entry is "with the judge." This is
scandalous in itself. An entry of default is a mere
procedural matter affirming whether a defendant
did or did not respond in the prescribed amount of
time. It is not an opinion or issue of law. It is a
mere factual statement. 

The
judge refused to sign it this
morning and sent it back to
Cruikshank in classic bureaucratic run‐around. This is
more proof that the Delaware federal court is in open
defiance of the U.S. Constitution and is merely
supporting their rigged system pay masters at IBM,
JPMorgan, SAP and the White House.

Updated Mar. 19, 2014
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NEW! JUL. 25, 2016:
POLLSTER LOU HARRIS ON THE 2004
OHIO PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION:

"as dirty an election as America
has ever seen"

NEW! JUL. 23, 2016

CORRUPTION TIMELINE
Click on image above for Episode 226. (Apr. 14, 2012) .
Crashes of Convenience: Michael Connell—Ohio '04 Vote
Machine Rigging & Michael Connell. YouTube. The Corbett
Report.

See also Truth. (Dec. 03, 2014) . The Mysterious Death of

ORIGINAL POST

(JUL. 22, 2016)—This week Ohio Gov. John Kasich and Texas Senator Ted
Cruz stubbornly refused to make good on their promises to endorse the
Republican nominee, who is now officially Donald J. Trump. Their excuses
are lame.

These men are breaking their signed contracts with America. Since they
did not notify their supporters of their intention not to honor their
pledges, they have defrauded those who voted for them.

Breach of contract, hypocrisy and boldface lying aside, Kasich and Cruz
appear to be positioning for a Trump defeat in November, and positioning
themselves for candidacies or special favors during the next four years.

Their belligerence begs the question: Do they know something we do not
know? 

At least for Kasich, the answer is probably yes.

OHIO'S POLITICAL
PARTIES ARE
NOTORIOUS
ELECTION FIXERS
Finding: Ohio Republicans have
rigged the electronic voting
machines and vote counting
processes in the state. They can
swing an election any way they want. Have the Establishment insiders made secret promises
to Kasich, Cruz and Clinton?

WHISTLEBLOWER MICHAEL CONNELL GAVE HIS LIFE
TO PROVE OHIO'S ELECTIONS ARE RIGGED
How do we know? A Republican
"guru" engineer from the 2004 Bush‐
Kerry presidential contest—Michael
Connell— lost his life mysteriously
just six weeks after his deposition
that proved that the election was
rigged. This deposition was not
made public by a Clinton‐appointed
judge until 2011. Connell was killed
before he could be formally
subpoenaed as a formal witness.
Connell was the former information
technology guru for the Bush family
and Karl Rove.

[Now that we have learned about
you Michael, and whether you
testified willingly or not, you did
not deserve to be murdered for
telling the truth under oath. We
pray that your memory will be
eternal and that your death will
not have been in vain. Pray for us.

AGAIN?

HILLARY’S SWINDLING SILICON VALLEY
GIRLS

FBI DIRECTOR COMEY NOT QUALIFIED TO
DECIDE ON HILL...

►  June (5)

►  May (2)

►  April (4)

►  March (4)

►  February (2)

►  January (1)

►  2015 (34)

►  2014 (26)

►  2013 (28)

►  2012 (6)

UPDATE MAR. 25, 2014

FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL
COMPROMISE
Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of
the Scribd censorship:

1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW
RICH ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony
lawyers, banks and deep‐pocket clients.

2. WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into
supporting Obamacare by his ethical
compromises in Leader v. Facebook?

3. JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED
Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP
attorneys.

4. JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS
substantial Facebook
financial interests.

5. JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to
disclose his Facebook financial
interests and his reliance on
Facebook's Cooley Godward LLP
attorneys for his appointment.

Click to enlarge

BARACK OBAMA'S DARK POOLS
OF CORRUPTION
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J. Kenneth Blackwell

Michael V. Drake

FIG. 2–Michael Connell, former information technology 'guru'
to Karl Rove and the Bush family, died in a suspicious plane

crash while landing on his
approach near his home in
Akron, Ohio on Dec. 19,
2008. Six weeks earlier
Connell had been deposed
in the King Lincoln election
fraud lawsuit  that accused
the Ohio Secretary of State
J. KENNETH BLACKWELL of
'shifting' votes from
presidential candidate
John Kerry to George W.
Bush, thus giving Bush a
thin 2% victory. The exit
polls had showed Bush
losing by more than 4%.
Election watchdogs have long known that any variance
between the published vote count and exist polls of over 2%
is a sure fraud indicator. Blackwell was also co‐chair of the
Ohio Republican party in 2004.  

On Feb. 07, 2012, the Clinton‐appointed judge ALGERNON L.
MARBLEY (1997) allowed the 2004 ballots to be destroyed
and ordered the case closed for alleged lack of evidence to
take it to trial. Marbley later resigned the Ohio State Trustee
board over scadalous ethics violations and a flurry of proved
false sexual accusations against OSU's band director Jon
Waters that AFI covered in detail.  

See previous posts. Hint:
The tie between Marbley,
OSU and the Spy State
Cartel is IBM's collusion
with Gov. Kasich and Ohio
State to have Ohio State
computers moved off
campus and host the
digital takeover of higher
education via Common
Core and M.O.O.C.
(Massive Open Online
Course). Jon Waters' Apple
i‐Pad animated formations
viral success was
disturbing this plan at a
critical time when
Californian Michael Drake was being enthroned as president
of Ohio State president to ensure this transition for the
Cartel, we believe.

Bush's Cyber‐Guru ‐ Michael Connell. Maxim.com/12160.info
blog.

Algernon L. Marbley

Bookmark: #clinton‐chandler‐spy‐fraud

CHANDLER & CLINTON CREATED  SECRET
WHITE HOUSE SPY OPERATION IN 1995 WITH
EXECUTIVE ORDER 12958.  
See previous post. See also Flowchart of stealth
Executive Orders managing the secret spy state.

Crooked lawyers, judges and a
sycophant "Free Press" have kept
your bravery a secret for far too
long.]

Tellingly, the transcript of Connell's
Nov. 3, 2008 "smoking gun"
deposition (one day before Barack
Obama's election on Nov. 4, 2008)
was not released by the Clinton‐
appointed judge, Algernon L.
Marbley, until three years later on
Jul. 15, 2011—seven years after
Ohio's citizens were defrauded in
the 2004 presidential election. The
Ohio Secretary of State in charge of
the election was J. Kenneth
Blackwell who also co‐chaired the
Ohio Republican Party.

Marbley
was fired
in disgrace
from the
Ohio State
Board of
Trustees
last year
after it
was
discovered
he had

failed to disclose his longstanding
breach of State ethics rules that
prohibit a trustee from being
employed by the university where
he or she is a trustee. Marbley was
an adjunct law professor at Ohio
State. His excuse was not credible.

Before being fired, Marbley had
participated in the unconscionable
firing of the university's beloved
marching band director, Jon Waters, on attorney‐fabricated pretense. Hindsight says Waters'
success on the field with his Apple i‐Pad‐based animated formations was disturbing the
university's collusion with IBM and The Eclipse Foundation discussed in this post.

Perhaps this explains why John Kerry is so cynical and uncaring as U.S. Secretary of State.
The RNC‐DNC "Establishment" screwed him out of the presidency in favor of Bush because
Bush was cooperating in crafting the secret White House spy intelligence agency started
under Clinton. Perhaps this explains the very evidently flawed and uncaring Iran deal that
Kerry negotiated—America screwed me, so now I screw America?

Bill Clinton had appointed Judge Marbley
to the Ohio district court on Oct. 27,
1997. Marbley had been recommended by
James P. Chandler, III—Clinton's chief
national security lawyer, serial advisor to
the Clintons, Bushes and Obamas, and
author of numerous executive orders
driving the current lawless private White
House intelligence agency.

Chandler also represented Columbus
innovator Leader Technologies, at least
that is until he managed to funnel the
software (source code) for Leader's social
networking invention to another of his
clients—IBM and The Eclipse Foundation.

Chandler's legal mind appears to favor
foundations: The IBM Eclipse Foundation.

CLICK HERE FOR WASHINGTON'S ETHICAL
DISEASE DISCOVERIES RE. FACEBOOK "DARK
POOLS"

WILL HUMANKIND EVER LEARN? Facebook's Orwellian
doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely
repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under
MAO's Red Star, Stalin's SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler's
NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each
individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of
the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity.
They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges and
are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves
to these privileges.

STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY
THEFT

Click image above to download a poster‐quality PDF
optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger‐size) poster. America
should not be in the business of cheating its
entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters buy
off judges with the money gained from their theft. Such
permissiveness is obscene.

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE
INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!
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James P. Chandler, III Bill Clinton

Mark Kvamme, Kasich
confidante, 

LinkedIn, Kleiner Perkins,
Obama

George Soros 
Hillary & Kasich funder

Reid Hoffman, 
LinkedIn, Facebook,

colluding now for
LinkedIn sale to Microsoft

Peter Thiel  
LinkedIn, Palantir (NSA

snooping software),
Facebook

The Clinton Foundation . . .

SECRET WEAPON: ELECTRONIC VOTING FRAUD
John Kasich appears to be cock sure that Donald Trump will lose Ohio. As a Republican, why
would he want Trump to lose to Hillary, a Democrat? Perhaps these differences are not what
they seem.

"It's not who votes that counts, it's
who counts the votes."

Joseph Stalin

Joseph Stalin was the brutal dictator of the Soviet Union from the mid‐1920's until his
death in 1953. He murdered over 40 million of his own citizens to maintain his power.
Note: Soviet citizens had no right to bear arms like the American Second Amendment.
Therefore, they had no way to revolt against the brutality of the secret police state.
The Soviet Union finally disingtegrated in the late 1980's under the weight of its
pervasive corruption and the deafeningly silent resistance of its people.

What are the common relationships
between Kasich and Hillary? One is
George Soros who funds them both.

Another Hillary‐Kasich relationship is
the IBM Eclipse Foundation.

In 2013 Kasich paid IBM $267 million to
'modernize' Ohio's computers. (With this
crowd, 'modernize' is a euphemism for
build backdoors.) A close Kasich advisor
is Mark Kvamme from IBM Eclipse
Foundation members LinkedIn and

Kleiner Perkins (see Obama's Feb. 17, 2011 private meeting in
Silicon Valley that includes John Doer, Kleiner Perkins). See also
Fig. 3 in previous post.

LinkedIn's founder and long‐time
Kvamme collaborator is Facebook
director Reid Hoffman who famously
advocates for "the death of personal
privacy." Yet another Facebook director
is Peter Thiel who just gave a speech
about his gay‐ness to the RNC
convention. Suspiciously, Thiel appears
to be Facebook's token Trump
supporter. Thiel is likely a Hillary
trojan horse.

It seems unlikely that Thiel told Donald
Trump's staff about his massive conflicts
of interest or his theft of Leader

Technologies' social networking invention before allowing him to speak about his gay‐ness at
the Republican convention in Cleveland this week.

Facebook is the key to answering the question as to how Kasich, Clinton & Co. probably plan
to fix Ohio for Hillary. Keep reading.

BACKROOM MANEUVERING AMONG THE DNC-RNC

Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has
gone offline. All her posts are available as a
PDF collection here (now updated, post‐
Scribd censorship).

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7,
2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd
were deleted by that "cloud" service using
the flimsiest of arguments . Some of our
documents have been there for two years
and some had almost 20,000 reads. 

George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows
one is in a totalitarian state when telling the
truth becomes an act of courage.

All the links below were updated Mar. 20,
2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)

1. Summary of Motions, Appeal, Petition,
Evidence, Analysis, Briefings (FULL
CITATIONS) in Leader Technologies,
Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 08‐cv‐862‐JJF‐
LPS (D. Del. 2008), published as
Leader Techs, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc.,
770 F. Supp. 2d 686 (D. Del. 2001)

2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam's Censored
Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)

3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook

4. Backgrounder

5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity

6. Instagram‐scam

7. USPTO‐reexam Sham

8. Zynga‐gate

9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP
Insider Trading

10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary
Complaints

11. Federal Circuit Cover‐up

12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v.
Facebook judicial corruption

13. Prominent Americans Speak Out

14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari

15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms

16. S. Crt. for Schemers or Inventors?

17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC? 

18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues

19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Crt.

20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME

21. Corruption Watch ‐ "Oh what webs we
weave, when first we practice to
deceive"

22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption

23. White House Meddling

LEADER V. FACEBOOK
BACKGROUND
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ESTABLISHMENT TO FORCE  THEIR WAY BACK INTO
THE GAME
The evident explanation for John Kasich's belligerent refusal to keep his promise to support
Donald Trump is that backroom deals among the RNC and DNC Establishments have likely
concocted a scheme to put their handpicked candidates back in the drivers’ seats once they
get rid of Donald Trump this fall by causing his defeat in swing states. Trump has said
publicly that this is a “rigged system.” He says he knows better than anyone else what’s
going on. And that he is the best guy to fix it.

AFI researchers believe they have just uncovered the secret weapon that makes these people
so cock sure of victory in Ohio:

ELECTRONIC VOTING FRAUD IN SWING PRECINCTS

With secret vote rigging they can guarantee that Hillary will win—not only in Ohio, but in
any state that uses it.

In fact, the system only needs to be used in swing precincts in the battleground states.
Change those vote totals and you ensure your candidate victory despite what The People
have voted. The generally acknowledged 11 battleground states are COLORADO, FLORIDA, IOWA,
MICHIGAN, NEVADA, NEW HAMPSHIRE, NORTH CAROLINA, OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, VIRGINIA and WISCONSIN.

2004 OHIO VOTES WERE COLLECTED, THEN
TRASHED BY VENDOR AND CLINTON-APPOINTED

JUDGE ALGERNON L. MARBLEY (1997–)
Click here for a larger, PDF version of this flow chart. 

FIG. 3–Flow chart for how the 2004 Ohio Presidential election was rigged. PDF Version.
On Feb. 07, 2012, Clinton‐appointed judge Algernon L. Marbley closed the lawsuit
without a trial into this fraud and ordered the paper ballots destroyed without a new
count. See Fig. 2 above for more detail.

Sources: Ed Ellsworth. (May 29, 2016). Protecting Our Election. Presentation Bob Fitrakis, Cliff Arnebeck and
Lori Grace from http://www.trustvote.org. Enlightened Films (PDF Version of this article); Deposition of
Michael L. Connell, Doc. No. 118‐2, Nov. 3, 2008, King Lincoln Bronzeville Neighborhood Assn., et al., vs. Ohio
Secretary of State, et al., 06‐cv‐745‐ALM (S.D. OH 2006)(Filed: 07/15/11).

24. Georgia! AM 1080 McKibben Interview

25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed

26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since
Stump

27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are
intertwined in the Leader v.
Facebook scandal

28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook

Investigative Reporter Julia
Davis investigates
Facebook's Leader v.
Facebook attorney Gibson
Dunn LLP. She credits this

firm with the reason why not a single Wall
Street banker has gone to jail since 2008.
Click here to read her article "Everybody
hates whistleblowers." Examiner.com, Apr.
10, 2012. Here's an excerpt:

"Skillful manipulation of the
firm’s extensive media
connections allows Gibson
Dunn to promote their causes,
while simultaneously smearing
their opponents and silencing
embarrassing news coverage."

This statement followed right after Davis
cited Facebook's chief inside counsel in the
Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot,
who appears to have helped lead the Leader
v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting
word choices associated with Gibson Dunn
LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a
solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in
support of democratic principles. They
promise to conduct themselves in a manner
than instills confidence among the citizenry
in the rule of law and the judicial system.
These promises appear to be meaningless.
Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis'
article.

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as
one of the most corrupt law
firms in America

OHIO STATE’S PRESIDENT
MICHAEL V. DRAKE MIRED IN
PERSONAL CONFLICTS OF
INTEREST
Trustees and Provost
promote learning

technology that benefits trustee clients
and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing
Writers | Opini...

OSU BAND INVESTIGATION
UNEARTHS SURPRISE
TRUSTEE COLLUSION IN
PATENT THEFT
Breaking News, Sep. 3,
2014 , 10:05am OSU Trustee

President, Jeffrey Wadsworth,
"counterattacks" the Band Alumni
leadership T...

GOVERNOR JOHN KASICH HOLDS MUCH
STOCK IN OSU TRUSTEE PRIVATE INTERESTS

POPULAR POSTS
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Alan Dillman, 
Ohio Man in the Middle

HILLARY HAS ALREADY PAID FACEBOOK TO RIG
ELECTIONS
On Sep. 26, 2009, Hillary Clinton and the State Department started contracting with
Facebook for a “template for winning elections.”

FIG. 4–On Sep. 26, 2009 , Hillary and the State Department contracted with Facebook
and the State Department contracted with Facebook for a “template for winning
elections.” 

Source: Contract. (Sep. 26, 2009). U.S. Dept. of State Contract. (Sep. 26, 2009).
Facebook pages to build an international community to discuss relevant issues of the day.
Contact: Dmitry Shevelenko. Facebook Contract SAQMMA09M1870, Judicial Watch v. U.S.
Dept. of State, Case No. F‐2013‐06356, Doc. No. C05516677, 04/03/2014.

A partial record of these contracts was uncovered by the persistent watchdog Judicial
Watch in their FOIA requests. John Kerry's State Department had stonewalled public
knowledge of these contracts.

Never mind that Hillary obstructed justice by entering these contracts while Columbus, Ohio
innovator Leader Technologies was suing Facebook for patent infringement of their social
networking invention. Leader later proved before a jury that the engine running Facebook is
their invention on 11 of 11 claims.

Also, never mind that tampering with U.S. elections by federal officials is illegal.
Americans need to get angry enough to stop this nonsense.

2004 OHIO PRESIDENTIAL VOTE COUNT WAS
FRAUDULENT—HOW?.

Swing state Ohio saw proven election rigging by Establishment Republicans in 2004.

Tellingly, software engineer, Michael Connell, the whistleblower who exposed the scheme,
died mysterious in a small plane crash just six weeks after his deposition.

In the 2004 Kerry‐Bush presidential contest, votes were “shifted” from Kerry to Bush by
sending election‐night data to a computer hosting site in Tennessee.

The vote totals were then "shifted" (a euphemism for doctored) and sent back to the Ohio
Secretary of State Kenneth Blackwell who overwrote the real totals with the "shifted" ones.

THE FIXERS
The intermediary between Ohio and Tennessee was a Dr. Alan
Dillman.

Dillman was then an associate professor of management
information systems for Cedarville University  in Springfield, Ohio.
He was hired by the Secretary of State as an election consultant
and was given full access to the raw voting results as they came
in from Ohio's 88 counties.

THE "MAN IN THE MIDDLE"
Dillman's real task was to be the "man in the middle."

Dillman passed the vote data sent to him from the Secretary of State's central vote

Governor’s trustee
appointments reveal strong
bias toward protecting his
investments Contributing
Writers | Opinion |
AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...

FIRING OF OSU BAND
LEADER EXPOSES
CORRUPTION AT BATTELLE
LABS, PATENT OFFICE, NSA
Jeffrey Wadsworth,
Battelle CEO and OSU

Trustee president, doles out OSU
contracts to Facebook Cartel thru his
McBee Strategic LLC lobbyis...

MASSIVE WASHINGTON
CORRUPTION EXPOSED BY
LEADER V. FACEBOOK
Bi‐partisan citizen group
appeals to Congress to
RESTORE PROPERTY

CONFISCATED BY widespread federal
corruption incl. interference by Nancy ...

DISASTROUS RISE OF A
LAWLESS C.I.A.
Presidents from Washington
to Eisenhower feared
threats to liberty from
abuses of power by the

military‐industrial complex Contributing...

HEALTHCARE.GOV HAS
EXPOSED WASHINGTON'S
ETHICAL DISEASE
Undisclosed conflicts of
interest—on a massive
scale—are choking

Washington Contributing Writers |
OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION
  ...

HOW JUDGES GROW RICH
ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO
backdoor to crony lawyers,

banks and deep‐pocket clients
Contributing Writers | Opinion...

BOYCOTT NCAA MARCH
MADNESS? COPYRIGHT‐GATE
Constitutional rights
advocates demand that
NCAA stop its copyright
infringement in social

media; ask Congress to preserve
Zuckerberg's ...

LEADER V. FACEBOOK WALL
OF SHAME
Judges go to jail for far less
serious misconduct;
Facebook users should pay
Leader fees voluntarily; its

the right thing to do since Faceb...

1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney
misconduct in Leader v. Facebook ‐
Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self‐
police may explain why Washington is
broken, Dec. 30, 2012

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support
schemers or real American inventors?
Facebook's case dangles on a
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FIG. 5–KARL ROVE'S INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY GURU
MICHAEL CONNELL testified on Nov. 03, 2008  that Rove's and
the Bush family's Tennessee servers secretly 'shifted' the Ohio
votes to Bush over Kerry in 2004. Connell died mysteriously
six weeks after his deposition and before he could be cross
examined in the election fraud lawsuit that followed. Photo:
Fox News.

repository to the secret Tennessee server.

The handlers in Tennessee then
changed the vote totals so they looked
credible; slowly "shifting" the
percentages in George W. Bush's favor.

Remember Karl Rove and his infamous
greaseboard? Well, it turns out that he
was only pretending to wonder what
was happening in Ohio (and
elsewhere?). In reality, his Tennessee
servers were fabricating the desired
results based on his instructions the
moment he went off camera. Then,
he'd go back on camera and opine
disingenuously to the "surprising" shift
in the results. Rove's shift. Rove's
fraud. These are criminal offenses.

Once this Dillman man‐in‐the‐middle
process started, the Secretary of
State's central repository was a sham, was never accurate, and only reflected the shifted
numbers from Tennessee.

Surprisingly, Dillman has written his ten years working at Cedarville University completely
out of his current LinkedIn resume.

HILLARY & DNC STOLE VOTES FROM BERNIE
SANDERS IN 11 STATE PRIMARIES
The same election watchdogs who proved the Ohio 2004 presidential election fraud have
also proven that Hillary stole the Democratic primary from Bernie Sanders. < See Protecting
Our Elections (2016).

See also Cliff Arnebeck. (Jul. 12, 2016). Cliff Arnebeck Open Letter To Bernie Sanders:
Election Lawsuit to be Filed by End of Week. ElectionFraud2016.

Bookmark: #bernie‐was‐screwed‐by‐hillary

NEWS UPDATE JUL. 23, 2016—MORE PROOF
BERNIE WAS SCREWED

doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18)
areas of question shout for attention,
Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make
America More Democratic (and less
contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

American citizens must fight abuse of the
constitutional right for authors and inventors
to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a
matter of matter of basic property rights and
sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of
innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision,
courage, entrepreneurship, respect,
property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics,
values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy,
solutions and judicial faithfulness,

. . . our society and economy will be dragged
down (and eventually destroyed) by copying,
infringement, thievery, counterfeiting,
hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation,
abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption,
bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak,
misconduct, lies, deception, attorney "dark
arts," destruction, confusion, dishonesty,
judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict
judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we
cannot possibly hope to start fixing the
current ills in our society. Without justice
and respect for private property, democracy
has no sure foundation.

OUR MISSION

We are an opinion blog that advocates for
strong intellectual property rights. We
welcome commenters and contributors. The
Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case
first came to our attention after learning
that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s
admission that they had no evidence to
support their on‐sale bar verdict, but the
judge supported it anyway.

The judicial misconduct has deteriorated
from there, replete with two of the three
judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel,
Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A.
Moore, holding Facebook stock that they did
not disclose to the litigants, and later tried
to excuse through a quick motion slipped in
at the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan
Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal
Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar
subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is
not licensed to practice law in Washington
D.C.)

The judges ignored shocking new evidence
that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard
drives of 2003‐2004 evidence from Leader
Technologies that could prove actual theft
(and therefore claims even more serious
than infringement). In addition, Facebook's
appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson
Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS
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Shortly after we published this post—including our research on how primary votes in 11
States were shifted from Bernie Sanders to Hillary—hacker Guccifer 2.0 and WikiLeaks
released a trove of new DNC documents proving that the DNC and Hillary conspired privately
to block Sanders' primary challenge. This new development is being covered extensively, so
we will cite just one of the articles here. 

DNC chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz wrote in May that Sanders "isn't going to be president"
and in April that he “has no understanding of” the Democratic Party.  

Elliot Smilowitz, Joe Uchill, Jonathan Easley and Evelyn Rupert. (Jul. 22, 2016). Leaked
DNC emails reveal secret plans to take on Sanders. The Hill.

These are the actions of dictators folks. Forget the political issues, this is unadulterated
corruption that a free people must reject and jail. Wasserman Shultz had a solemn duty to
be impartial.

QUESTION: WHAT CAN I DO?
Answer: Mess up their conspirators' nests. Take citizen control of your voting processes.
Don't trust the career bureaucrats; assume they're in somebody's pocket.

Get organized! Now!

Don’t take “no” or “it’s a problem” for an answer.

Readers are encouraged to demand that your state implement verifiable soup‐to‐nuts
counting and auditing on the night of the election. Free and fair elections is a bedrock
Constitutional right! This fraud must be caught while it is happening. See Fig. 2 above for
monitoring and auditing priorities.

As the Ohio 2004 fraud proves, filing an election fraud lawsuit is an exercise in futility. The
damage is already done. On election night, be vigilant to ensure your vote totals are
accurate. Don't be rushed. Get it right. Ensure that the count is not "shifted" like Ohio's in
2004 and Bernie's in 2016.

Remember, vote counting is largely the domain of lawyers and techies.

Add honest broker accountants to the auditors. Make sure your election monitors know both
the law, accounting and technology. Do not allow the wool to be pulled over your eyes with
techno speak either legally or technically. Use common sense. Assume that if a process can
be rigged, it is being rigged.

'Find the Dillmans'

Each of your states has much talent and expertise. Use it!

Ensure that the watchdogs have NO associations with Facebook, LinkedIn, Google, Yahoo,
Microsoft, IBM and other members of the IBM Eclipse Foundation spy state Cartel. We must
stop these criminals in their tracks while we still have a Republic worth saving.

NEW! JUL. 26, 2016  

Bookmark: #clinton‐cash‐movie #clinton‐pay‐to‐play

about every judicial player in this story. The
misconduct appears to reach into the U.S.
Patent Office through abuse of the
reexamination process by Facebook. We will
stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until
justice is served, but we also welcome news
and analysis of intellectual property abuse
in other cases as well.

AFI has been supporting
Donna and is now picking up
the main Leader v. Facebook
coverage (she will continue
coverage as well).

Anonymous Posts Are
Welcomed! Blogger has more

posting constraints than Donna's WordPress,
but we will continue to welcome anonymous
posts. Simply send us an email at
amer4innov@gmail.com with your post.
Once the moderator verifies that your email
address is real, your comment will be posted
using your real name or handle, whatever
you wish, like John Smith or Tex.

Click here to view a
complete Donna Kline
Now! posts archive.

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE
NOW! READERS!

https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/9999%20
https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/5477
http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/288900-leaked-dnc-emails-reveal-secret-plans-to-take-on-sanders
mailto:amer4innov@gmail.com
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B2SfG2nEsMfqNGRBdEhwWlNPTUE&usp=sharing
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-_kA3f_PIBWY/UNNcjUikahI/AAAAAAAAAL8/4KolZa6O6rs/s300/STOP-JUDICIAL-MISCONDUCT-400.png
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Posted by K. Craine at 1:35 PM 

CLINTON CASH OFFICIAL DOCUMENTARY MOVIE ( ...

Citation: Clinton Cash. (Jul. 24, 2016). Everything is for Sale (1 hr. 5 min.). Director M.A.
Taylor. Writers Stephen K. Bannon and Dan Fleuette. Book by Peter Schweizer
[Documentary]. Glittering Steel. Raw video (*.mp4) (Clinton Cash investigates how Bill and
Hillary Clinton went from being “dead broke” after leaving the White House to amassing a
net worth of over $150 million, with over $2 billion in donations to their foundation. This
wealth was accumulated during Mrs. Clinton’s tenure as US Secretary of State through
lucrative speaking fees and contracts paid for by foreign companies and Clinton Foundation
donors.).

* * *
Notice: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon
without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational
purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to
any photo.

COMMENT

Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post.
Alternatively, send an email with your comment to amer4innov@gmail.com and we'll post
it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from
whisteblowers.

+1   Recommend this on Google

45 comments:
K. Craine July 23, 2016 at 6:31 AM

Patrick Howley. (Jul. 22, 2016). CNN hides its own poll number! 75% react positively to
Trump's speech ‐ So CNN trashes its own poll. Breitbart. 

http://www.breitbart.com/2016‐presidential‐race/2016/07/22/75‐percent‐positive‐
response‐to‐donald‐trump‐speech‐so‐cnn‐trashes‐its‐own‐poll/

On Thursday night, Trump gave a one‐hour‐and‐fifteen‐minute speech accepting the
Republican nomination. The speech was so overwhelmingly well‐received among the
crowd that the media did not know what to do to tear it apart. Chyrons appeared on
mainstream networks: “Trump Accepts Nomination.” Nothing scandalous.

Reply

K. Craine July 23, 2016 at 6:50 AM

Email comment by JM:

"CANON 2: A JUDGE SHOULD AVOID
IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF
IMPROPRIETY IN ALL ACTIVITIES"

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR U.S.
JUDGES

Judge Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, trial
judge in Leader Techs, Inc. v.
Facebook, Inc., 770 F. Supp. 2d 686
(D.Del. 2011). Judge Stark heard
his jury foreman admit that the
jury made the on‐sale bar decision
without any evidence other than
speculation, and yet he supported
that verdict anyway. Just months
before trial, Judge Stark allowed
Facebook to add
the on‐sale bar
claim after the
close of all fact
discovery and
blocked Leader
from preparing its defenses to this
new claim. Judge Stark allowed
the claims despite Leader's
prophetic argument that the
action would confuse the jury and
prejudice Leader. He also
permitted the jury to ignore the
Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc. test
for on‐sale bar, even after
instructing the jury to use it. (See
that Jury
Instruction No. 4.7
here.) He also
contradicted his
own instruction to
Leader to answer
Interrogatory No. 9 in the present

GALLERY OF JUDICIAL
MISCONDUCT
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Reply

Claire Zillman. (Apr. 13, 2016). Ivanka Trump Just Shut Down Critics Who Say Her Father
Mistreats Women. Fortune. 

http://fortune.com/2016/04/13/ivanka‐trump‐donald‐trump‐women/

“I’ve witnessed these incredible female role models that he’s employed in the highest
executive positions at the Trump Organization my entire life, in an industry that has
been dominated by men, is still dominated by men, but certainly was when he was
starting out in his career and employing some of these women and raising them through
the ranks.” she said, according to a report in The New York Times.

Reply

K. Craine July 23, 2016 at 7:07 AM

Chuck Ross. (Aug. 17, 2015). Attorney: Trump Companies Employe More Femail
Execs Than Maile. The Daily Caller. 

http://dailycaller.com/2015/08/17/attorney‐trump‐companies‐employ‐more‐
female‐execs‐than‐male‐video/

Donald Trump employs more women than men at the upper echelons of his
real estate empire, and in many cases pays them more, according to the
Republican presidential candidate’s attorney. 

Appearing on “CNN’s New Day” with Chris Cuomo, Michael Cohen, Trump’s
general counsel and an executive vice president at Trump Organization, said
that while the billionaire’s companies employ 57 percent men and 43 percent
women, “there are more female executives at the Trump Organization than
there are male.”

“And women who are similarly situated in positions similar to that of their
male counterparts, are actually paid more,” Cohen said.

K. Craine July 23, 2016 at 7:15 AM

Email comment by Chris:

Isn't it just amazing how the mainstream media will drop facts that don't fit
their anti‐Trump agenda? The Free Press is supposed to be The People's
advocate, not a propaganda mouthpiece for their friends, otherwise called
suck ups. Their press confidentiality privileges should be revoked if they are
not going to do their jobs.

See this amazing story on Donald Trump's female executives. 

Frances Stead Sellers. (Nov. 24, 2015). Forget the controversies, Donald
Trump’s female employees say he’s a champion of women. The Washington
Post. 

https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2015/11/24/forget‐the‐controversies‐
donald‐trumps‐female‐employees‐say‐hes‐a‐champion‐of‐women.html

In the five months the billionaire businessman has spent on the campaign
trail, his inflammatory missiles toward women have prompted charges of
sexism, even misogyny. But many women who have worked closely with Trump
say he was a corporate executive ahead of his time in providing career
advancement for women.

“From the standpoint of being a woman, I just thought he was phenomenal,”
said Sunshine, 74. “He gave me the ropes, and I could either hang myself or
prove myself.”

K. Craine July 23, 2016 at 6:52 AM

" Good morning , America.....thank goodness that big gathering in Cleveland is over. I am
so sick of that man being critical of me and my former boss. I am sick of his beautiful ,
articulate wife and his fantastic kids. I am sick of hearing about his life built on winning. I
am sick of the GOP moving into my territory.... what is he doing? The LGBT group, women,
racial minorities are mine. How dare him tell them that he wants them to participate in
our society and have a better life. Does he not know that these folks can not survive
without government assistance? They just don't have the brains or work ethic to compete

tense (2009), then permitted the
jury to interpret it as a 2002
admission as well. Facebook's
entire on‐sale bar case is based
upon this interrogatory. (Editorial:
Hardly sufficient to meet the
"heavy burden" of the clear and
convincing evidence standard.)

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
panel judge in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to
benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See analysis of Judge Lourie's T.
Rowe Price holdings re. the
Facebook IPO.
Judge Lourie also
failed to apply his
own law‐test in
Group One v.
Hallmark Cards to
the evidence. After debunking all
of Facebook's evidence on appeal,
Judge Lourie created new
argument in the secrecy of
chambers to support Facebook and
prevent the on‐sale bar verdict
from being overturned—a clear
breach of constitutional due
process.

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, panel judge in Leader
Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d
1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore
stood to benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See disclosure of substantial
holdings in Facebook and
Facebook‐related stocks. Judge
Moore failed to
follow the long‐
held precedent
for testing on‐sale
bar evidence in
Pfaff v. Wells
Electronics, Inc.—an evident and
intentional omission coming from a
former patent law professor. After
debunking all of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, Judge Moore
created new argument in the
secrecy of chambers to support
Facebook and prevent the on‐sale
bar verdict from being overturned
—a clear breach of constitutional
due process.
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in this mean country.  

Today , I am going to name my VP choice. It came down to Michael Moore , Kim
Kardashian, anyone named Muhammed , Ted Cruz, and Tim Kaine. Later on today, I will
pick one of these names out of a hat . Well , maybe the pocket of my large pant
suit.....what difference does it make ? Tomorrow, I will begin my official journey as your
nominee to the White House. As you know America is doing just fine. We are so close to
utopia because of the strong leadership of Barack Hussein Obama. He has gutted our
military, neutered our police, disintegrated our sovereign borders, put success on the
back burner, and apologized for our 250 years of world leadership. That is exactly what
Americans needed......a big piece of humble pie and I pledge that I can make it even less
important. How else can we totally wipe out our long history of being the shining star in
the world ? How else can a one world order be implemented? We have to be mediocre....
and I guarantee that I will "keep America mediocre again !"

This morning I assigned several government prisoners with the task of vetting incoming
Muslim refugees to America. We decided to put the GITMO detainees to work. Since the
remaining prisoners have not joined ISIS on the battlefield like our released prisoners
have, they must love our new idea of America. I believe that Islam is a religion of peace .
Removing a head or two is within the margin of error in the definition of peace. These
GITMO guys have said that for years. I know that Trump wants to stop this flow of new
Democrats , but my first task as your new worst president will be to send these new
peace loving, Syrian refugees to neighborhoods all over this great, about to be socialist
country. Building Mosques creates new jobs.... Burying beheaded Americans sells caskets
and funeral plots , all new jobs. Besides, that will drive Trump and his kids crazy !!!! 

So in closing, I am asking for a nice speaking fee for this speech, I am asking for some new
chick to call my husband ( he is pawing at me again) , and I am asking for your pledge to
help me lie and cheat without questions. Thank you and God Bless our politically correct
language! I will be the first woman president of the United STATE of America. The rest is
unimportant"
Hillary Rodham Clinton  

Have a great day, TEX  

Reply

K. Craine July 23, 2016 at 7:23 AM

Email comment by GH:

I hope Bernie's supporters will realize that Donald Trump is the only counter to this
Clinton corruption at this point. Lets just hope The Donald doesn't cave later. My hunch
is that he will not. He seems a pretty determined guy when he has a cause he thinks is
worthy

Elliot Smilowitz, Joe Uchill. (Jul. 22, 2016). Leaked DNC emails reveal secret plans to take
on Sanders. The Hill.

http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot‐box/presidential‐races/288900‐leaked‐dnc‐emails‐reveal‐
secret‐plans‐to‐take‐on‐sanders

The Sanders campaign had long claimed the DNC and Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman
Schultz had tipped the scales in favor of Hillary Clinton during the party’s presidential
primary. 

The email release will reignite that controversy just days before Democrats gather in
Philadelphia for their convention to officially nominate Clinton for president. 

Guccifer 2.0 told The Hill he leaked the documents to Wikileaks.

Reply

dave123 July 23, 2016 at 11:19 AM

It's no secret the Central Intelligence Agency has an investment firm that
funds startups that could have a big impact for the Agency, like it did with
facebook knowing it was stolen. CIA's 'Facebook' Program Dramatically Cut
Agency's Costs. Top Headlines ..... The CIA's invention of Facebook has saved
the government millions of dollars, Here are the facts: 1. The CIA runs a
venture capital firm called In‐Q‐Tel. Its purpose is to find and finance
companies that could benefit the CIA. even if its stolen even Obama knew
facebook was a stolen. Palantir investor Peter Thiel speaking to a roomful of
interns at the ... The journalists linked Palantir to the NSA, the Federal
Bureau of ... PayPal CEO who dumped half a million dollars into Facebook the
... WikiLeaks and its supporters, including writer Glenn Greenwald. ...Peter
Thiel knew zuckerberg had stolen the idea facebook

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
member of the three‐judge panel
in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc.,
678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
Judge Wallach is not a patent
attorney. This begs the question as
to why a judge with no knowledge
of patent law was assigned to the
case. Would anyone ask a dentist
to perform brain surgery? The
Federal Circuit was specially
formed to appoint patent‐
knowledgeable judges to patent
cases. There is no evidence so far
in the judicial disclosures that
Judge Wallach holds stock in
Facebook, although when he was
asked on a motion to disclose
potential Facebook holdings and
other conflicts of interest, he
refused along with the other
judges. See Motion to Disclose
Conflicts of Interest. Judge
Wallach continued
in silence even
after Clerk of
Court Horbaly
failed to provide
him with Dr.
Lakshmi Arunachalam’s motions
(according to his Federal Circuit
staffer Valeri White), and yet the
Clerk signed an order regarding
that motion on Judge Wallach’s
behalf. See a full analysis of these
events at Donna Kline Now! Judge
Wallach also failed to police his
court’s violation of Leader’s Fifth
and 14th Amendment
constitutional right to due process
when he participated in the
fabrication of new arguments and
evidence for Facebook in the
secrecy of judge's chambers after
he had just invalidated Facebook’s
sole remaining item of evidence
(using disbelieved testimony as
ostensible evidence of an
opposite). Judge Wallach also
failed to police his court when he
failed to apply the Supreme
Court's Pfaff v. Wells Electronics,
Inc. test for on‐sale bar evidence,
which included even the Federal
Circuit’s own Group One v.
Hallmark Cards, Inc. test—a test
which Judge Lourie should have
advised Judge Wallach to follow
since Judge Lourie helped write
that opinion. Group One test
omission analysis.
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K. Craine July 24, 2016 at 5:00 AM

AFI has long reported about Peter Thiel's unmistakable ties to the illegal NSA
spy state. He was most assuredly a "wolf in sheep's clothing" at the Republican
Convention.

dave123 July 23, 2016 at 1:07 PM

Among the numerous documents leaked is a file titled "Clinton Foundation ... “I'm 
a hacker, manager, philosopher, women lover,” Guccifer 2.0 told Motherboard on  
... Finally, when asked why he targeted the DNC, "Guccifer 2.0 said he simply ...  
Hill and Bill were renting out the Lincoln bedroom by the night,

Reply

K. Craine July 24, 2016 at 4:58 AM

Here is the link to the 20,000 newly released Hillary‐DNC emails by Guccifer
2.0 and WikiLeaks: 

https://wikileaks.org/dnc‐emails/

K. Craine July 24, 2016 at 6:42 AM

Here is a list of DNC donors whose names and personally identifiable
information was compromised by the DNC.

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐07‐24‐DNC‐Donor‐Information‐
Leaked‐Emailid‐21492‐WikiLeaks‐Jul‐24‐2016.pdf 

Is your name on this list? This is just one of the many lists of DNC donors that
were compromised.

K. Craine July 24, 2016 at 8:49 AM

Email comment by GH:

Let's see if the MSM publicizes any of this Donald Trump big heartedness. What am I
thinking? Of course they won't. It doesn't fit their Trump‐bashing lie narratives. At least
with the Hillary‐bashing, the U.S. Congress has proved those to be true.

Since the MSM won't do it, I encourage all readers to cut and paste this post and email it
to everyone you know. The truth will be told, even without the help of a "Free Press." 

Liz Crokin. (Jul. 10, 2016). Trump Does The Unthinkable. Townhall. 

http://townhall.com/columnists/lizcrokin/2016/07/10/trump‐does‐the‐unthinkable‐
n2190160

Donald Trump is a racist, bigot, sexist, xenophobe, anti‐Semitic and Islamophobe ‐‐ did I
miss anything? The left and the media launch these hideous kinds of attacks at Trump
everyday; yet, nothing could be further from the truth about the real estate mogul. As
an entertainment journalist, I’ve had the opportunity to cover Trump for over a decade,
and in all my years covering him I’ve never heard anything negative about the man until
he announced he was running for president. Keep in mind, I got paid a lot of money to
dig up dirt on celebrities like Trump for a living so a scandalous story on the famous
billionaire could’ve potentially sold a lot of magazines and would’ve been a “yuge”
feather in my cap. Instead, I found that he doesn’t drink alcohol or do drugs, he’s a
hardworking businessman and totally devoted to his beloved wife and children. On top of
that, he’s one of the most generous celebrities in the world with a heart filled with
more gold than his $100 million New York penthouse.

Reply

K. Craine July 24, 2016 at 8:52 AM

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, clerk who signed all the
opinions in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his
staff obfuscated when the court's
ruling was challenged by an
amicus curiae brief revealing clear
mistakes of law and new evidence.
See analysis of the misconduct and
misrepresentations within the
Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in
Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly
failed to disclose his conflicts of
interest and close associations
with numerous Facebook attorneys
and law firms, as
well as his close
association with
one of Facebook's
largest
shareholders,
Microsoft, who is a Director of The
Federal Circuit Bar Association
where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio
officer. Additionally, the DC Bar
revealed in a written statement
that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed
to practice law in the District of
Columbia. [Editorial: What does
that make the Federal Circuit with
its location within in a stone's
throw of the White House? A self‐
governing state?]

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, chief judge responsible for
the (mis)conduct of his judges and
Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to
manage his court resulting in a
likely situation where his judges
never even received briefs that
they allegedly ruled on in favor of
Facebook. Judge
Rader also failed
to disclose his
conflicting
relationships with
a Leader principle
with whom he may have had deep
professional differences during his
time at the Senate Judiciary
Committee—his former professor of
law at George Washington
University Law Center, former
Leader director Professor James P.
Chandler. See analysis of Judge
Rader's undisclosed conflicts of
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Email comment by GH:

Of course Hillary is guilty. Here is yet more proof. 

Jason Leopold. (Jul. 22, 2016). Exclusive: Hillary Clinton exchanged top secret emails on
her private server with three aides. Vice News. 

https://news.vice.com/article/exclusive‐hillary‐clinton‐exchanged‐classified‐emails‐on‐
private‐server‐with‐three‐aides

Hillary Clinton exchanged nearly two‐dozen top secret emails from her unsecured,
private server with three senior aides, the State Department revealed in documents
released to VICE News late Friday. 

The 22 emails were sent and received by Clinton in 2011 and 2012. Clinton discussed
classified information with her deputy chief of staff, Jacob Sullivan, her chief of staff,
Cheryl Mills, and Deputy Secretary of State William Burns. A majority of the top secret
emails are email chains between Sullivan and Clinton.

This is the first time the State Department has revealed the identities of the officials
who exchanged classified information with Clinton through her private email server.

Reply

Lancelot July 24, 2016 at 11:38 AM

I have just seen Hillary's America by Dinesh D'Souza. I SIMPLY CAN'T UNDERSTAND why
ANYONE would vote for Hillary, or allow Bill near that office again, having seen the film.
It is a devastating summary of their crooked lives. Bernie Sanders and Tim Kaine are
NEVER going to be able to make up for her outrageous, hideous record and corrupt
character. This is it, at last the end of the line ‐NO MORE!

Reply

dave123 July 24, 2016 at 5:04 PM

From:MElias@perkinscoie.com To: MirandaL@dnc.org, DaceyA@dnc.org,
MARSHALL@dnc.org, ReynoldsL@dnc.org Date: 2016‐05‐03 19:06 Subject: Re:
Brad ‐ is the building aware of this? 
My suggestion is that the DNC put out a statement saying that the accusations
the Sanders campaign are not true. The fact that CNN notes that you aren’t
getting between the two campaigns is the problem. Here, Sanders is attacking
the DNC and its current practice, its past practice with the POTUS and with
Sec Kerry. Just as the RNC pushes back directly on Trump over “rigged
system”, the DNC should push back DIRECTLY at Sanders and say that what he
is saying is false and harmful the the Democratic party.

dave123 July 24, 2016 at 5:36 PM

Sanders camp says Clinton ‘looting’ fundraising money meant for states FOX
NEWS // The Bernie Sanders campaign is accusing Democratic presidential
front‐runner Hillary Clinton of “looting” money from a joint account meant in
part for state parties, the latest brawl between the camps over precious
fundraising dollars in the closing weeks of their primary race. The dispute is
over the Hillary Victory Fund, established by Clinton last summer and
comprising her presidential campaign, the Democratic National Committee and
32 state party committees. The joint effort so far has raised $61 million, but
only 1 percent ultimately stayed in state party accounts, according to an
analysis by Politico of federal election records. The analysis, which was
challenged by the Clinton campaign, said the fund had transferred $3.8 million
to the state parties, then quickly transferred $3.3 million of the money to the
DNC. …

K. Craine July 24, 2016 at 6:16 PM

The writers of this post concur. We just saw Dinesh D'Souza's Hillary's America
today. These descriptors come to mind after a few hours... intelligent,
thorough, educational (in fact revelatory re. the histories of the Republican
and Democratic Parties), well‐produced and uplifting. At the end, the
audience clapped. D'Souza made the case with brutal facts that Hillary and
Bill are working with their collaborators to takeover... America. 

The end of the movie showed US ballot boxes. It is not surprising that those
boxes and the vote counts will be defrauded unless We The People make sure
that does not happen. As the movie concluded, it is up to us.

interest in Leader v. Facebook.
Judge Rader also
did not stop his
judges from
creating new
arguments and
evidence for
Facebook in the secrecy of
chambers—after they had
debunked all of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, which is a
clear breach of constitutional due
process.

Click here to view a Federal
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See "Cover‐up In Process At The
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K. Craine July 24, 2016 at 6:08 PM

Email comment by TEX:

The Cruz / Trump kerfuffle last week was open and transparent. The whole world saw it.
The mainstream media had a cow...." what Cruz did was expose the GOP for being
fractured and disorganized. " claims MSNBC. " This alone will cost them the presidency",
they said. 

And then the email scandal at the Democratic convention broke regarding the slime ball
Debbie Bad Hair and her underhanded plan to disembowel Bernie . ( this is kind of sad
because Bernie has had such a magnificent political career). MSNBC said that Democracy
requires "minor squabbles" and that the DNC was just laying out a solid game plan. Now ,
all of the insiders are painting Bernie as a dodo bird and he doesn't speak Spanish. 

Can we imagine how ugly this is about to get ? MSNBC and FOX will have paint ball war ,
Pence and Kain will have a pray off, and Hillary vs. Trump will be a "last person standing
"winner. If those that believe that Hillary is honest and forthright are the only ones that
vote for her, she will get 10 votes. If all that believe Trump isn't too mean spirited , vote
for him , he will get 12 votes.....a landslide win (20% margin). 

Now I know that Kain speaks Spanish, so did my Spanish teacher. My teacher would have
been a terrible politician because he was honest. And I know Pence is honest but doesn't
speak Spanish. He does speak English , but that does not count for much anymore. After
all, it appears honesty doesn't matter either.  

Here's my questions .....is Trump honest ? Is Hillary honest? Does Trump say his thoughts
in honest , non political words? Does Hillary have one honest bone in her body ? Can she
lie in Spanish ? I know Hillary's assistant can lie in Arabic .Enjoy the Philadelphia fiasco.  

Have a great day , TEX 

PS. I am so relieved that our Muslim president said that we are safer today than ever
before. This week Obama is going to announce that , along with guns, he is banning big
trucks, axes, machetes, and large forks because they kill people. And John Kerry
announced that my air conditioner is a bigger enemy to me than ISIS . How do we say air
conditioner in Spanish ? Because I have my license to carry a firearm, I just shot my
English speaking A/C. If that doesn't work I will drive my Ford F‐150 into it. If it's good for
ISIS it must be good for me. Hasta mañana .=

Reply

K. Craine July 25, 2016 at 6:04 AM

Email comment by The Center for Public Integrity:

Michael Beckel. (Jul. 25, 2016). Buying of the President 2016 
The influence diaries: Dispatches from the Democratic National Convention. The Center
for Public Integrity. 

https://www.publicintegrity.org/2016/07/24/19923/influence‐diaries‐dispatches‐
democratic‐national‐convention

The Center for Public Integrity’s money‐in‐politics reporting team is bringing you news
from the Democratic National Convention — focusing on special‐interest influence, big‐
money politicking and corporate schmoozing. Reporters Michael Beckel and Carrie Levine
are on the ground in Philadelphia. Please check back regularly as this article will be
updated throughout the week. Click here to read our coverage of the Republican
National Convention.

Reply

dave123 July 25, 2016 at 9:47 AM

Thiel's ties to the illegal NSA spy state, was no accident the FBI and NSA knew
facebook idea was stolen they set zuckerberg up in facebook Thiel was knew
facebook was a stolen idea he was set up to keep an eye on every thing, a SPY
"a wolf in sheep's clothing", Chris Hughes Dustin Moskowitz eduardo saverin
divya Narenda Sean Parker Aaron Greenspen The Winklevoss THEY ALL KNEW
ZUCKERBERG STOLE THE IDEA FACEBOOK  
Facebook stole British data centre design
the social media giant facebook stole its designs for a more efficient data

AFI LOGO (no text)

Faces  of the  Facebook
Corruption  (PDF)
(currently being updated
after  the  Fri. Mar. 7, 2014
Scribd  censorship  of this
document:
Here is the cast of characters in Leader  v.
Facebook. We encourage you to report their
corrupt activities to this site and others, like
Lawless America. Feel free to communicate
anonymously in any way in which you are
most comfortable. The attempt of these
people and their organizations to corrupt
American justice and commerce cannot be
tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them.
See Congressional Briefings (currently
being updated after Scribd censored the
documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).

A. Facebook's  law  firms:

1. Fenwick  &  West LLP (Facebook
securities and patent law firm;
former Leader Technologies counsel;
attempted an appearance in Leader
v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts
waiver from Leader prior to
representing Facebook)

2. Coo ley  Godward  LLP (Facebook
law firm in Leader  v. Facebook;
McBee Strategic energy stimulus
partner; Obama Justice Dept.
advisor; former employer to patent
judges)

3. Blank  &  Rome  LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader  v. Facebook; former
employer to patent judges)

4. White  &  Case  LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader  v. Facebook;
undisclosed former employer to
Patent Office Freedom of
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centre, and that the substantial value of the work ended up in Facebook’s
Luleå Data Center in Sweden. And facebook Mark zuckerberg announced to
the world it had developed a revolutionary new method of constructing large
mission critical data centers” BUT IT WAS ALL F..ING STOLEN JUST LIKE
FACEBOOK 

dave123 July 25, 2016 at 9:55 AM

New Panama Papers series exposes secret deals in Africa 

New revelations published today by the International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists, in collaboration with more than a dozen news
organizations in Africa, expose fresh details about the misuse of corporate
secrecy and hidden wealth in Africa, the world’s poorest continent. 

Rain Onyourparade July 26, 2016 at 5:27 AM

I had respect for both Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren. They were standing up to
Hillary's corrupt Wall Street backers. But they both just tucked tail last night.  

Among the lies, Warren flat out lied about Trump's position on breaking up the banks. She
said he was against it, and specifically against reinstating the Glass‐Steagel Act (splitting
up the investment and general banking arms of the "too big to fail" monsters that started
under CLINTON). Trump is FOR reinstating Glass‐Steagal and is written into the
Republican platform. 

Bernie misled people that the banks grew rich under Bush when the truth is Glass‐
Steagal was abolished under Bill Clinton and his corrupt Treasury Secretary Larry
Summers.

Both Warren and Bernie lied in order to suck up to Hillary. Sad.

Reply

K. Craine July 26, 2016 at 8:49 AM

Email comment by TEX:

A revolution without a leader is a MOB. A MOB who wants our nation to become a socialist
enterprise, eliminate liberty and freedom, eliminate the bountiful society created by
capitalism, and eradicate our system of laws , is ANARCHY. Last night I saw anarchy
beginning to gain steam......and the revolutionaries, Sanders and Warren melted under
the Clinton machine pressure. Didn't they say, at one time, that she is unqualified to be
president. What has Hillary done over the last month or two to become qualified ? Now
that's a wimpy revolution. 

Has anyone at the Democrat convention talked about who has had the steering wheel for
our country that they are so upset about? It 's them. Eight years ago they elected a hope
and change regime that they now despise. Are they not paying attention ? Under Obama/
Hillary they are going backwards. 

Outside the center last night, the crowds flew the Soviet sickle flags, Mexican flags,
Palestinian flags........nary a US Stars and Stripes. NOT ONE. Marijuana was filling the air
and people were urinating in the open. Wow, I guess Michelle's glowing approval of
Barack's America does not include hygiene or patriotism. Rich movie stars scream about
income inequality. Black and Hispanic politicians scream about racism and how Americans
are restricting advancement only because of race. Look in the mirror......you did ok , you
hypocrites, and you have had your hand on the steering wheel for eight years , you
deceiver. And how about Paul Simon? Can he sing a lick ? NO. Is Franken funny? NO. What
a bunch of clowns. 

The "nominee of the left ", Hillary, has a 40 year track record of lying, cheating, and
creating scandals. She is not even smart enough to not get caught. So the Democrats
want to give her the steering wheel. Are you kidding? 

Tonight will be quite entertaining.......anarchy versus criminality. What a great country
!!!! It would be nice to hear how my air conditioner is worse than ISIS. It will be nice to
hear Bill Clinton tell us how we should conduct ourselves. What a great country !!!! And
by the way, vote for Trump and Rosie ODonnell , Shawn Penn , and Michael Moore will
move to Canada. What a great country !!!! 

Information Act (FOIA) officer
involved in Leader  v. Facebook)

5. Gibson Dunn LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader  v. Facebook;
undisclosed counsel to the Federal
Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief
Justice John Roberts, Jr.;
undisclosed former employer to
Preetinder ("Preet") Bharara, U.S.
Attorney currently persecuting Paul
Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia  (Ceglia  v.
Zuckerberg))

6. Orrick  Herrington LLP (longtime
Facebook law firm and destroyer of
evidence for the cabal in Winklevoss
v. Zuckerberg  and ConnectU v.
Facebook)

7. Weil Gotshal LLP (Federal Circuit
counsel in Leader  v. Facebook;
Judge Kimberly A. Moore's
undisclosed former client)

8. Latham  &  Watk ins LLP
(Facebook Director James W.
Breyer's counsel; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's husband, Matthew J.
Moore's new law firm)

9. Federal Circuit Bar  Association
("FCBA") (Federal Circuit's bar
association; second largest in the
U.S.; Facebook's law firms extert
much influence in its policy and
activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP,
Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick
Herrington LLP, Weil Gotschal LLP;
Facebook's large shareholder,
Microsoft, is a director; Federal
Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is
an officer; FCBA made an
appearance in Leader  v. Facebook to
oppose the amicus curiae (friend of
the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi
Arunachalam, former Director of
Network Architecture at Sun
Microsystems, in favor of Leader
Technologies and objecting to the
evident conflicts of interest within
the court itself, her motion was
denied, the judges refused to
disclose their conflicts which we now
know include Facebook and
Microsoft stocks)

10. DC  Bar  Association

11. Perk ins Coie  LLP (Facebook's
"rapid response enforcement team;"
law firm for Obama's chief counsels,
the husband and wife team of
Robert F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn;
Bauer was identified on Aug. 1, 2013
as having directed the IRS targeting
of the Tea Party)

12. Stroz Friedberg  (Facebook’s
"forensic expert" who manipulated
the data in Paul Ceglia  v. Mark
Zuckerberg, and who first revealed
the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard emails that they
told Leader Technologies in 2009
were "lost")

13. Chandler  Law  Firm  Chartered
(Professor James P. Chandler, III,
principal; Leader Technologies
patent counsel; adviser to IBM and
David J. Kappos; adviser to Eric H.
Holder, Jr. and the U.S. Department
of Justice; author of the Economic
Espionage Act of 1996 and the
Federal Trade Secrets Act)

B. Facebook
attorneys  &
cooperating judges:  

14. Gordon K. Davidson  (Fenwick;
Facebook's securities and patent
attorney; Leader Technologies'
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Have a great day, TEX = 

Reply

dave123 July 26, 2016 at 1:36 PM

By Aya Katz 

In recent news, Facebook reportedly blocked access to Wikileaks‘ new treasure trove of
DNC emails and attachments that revealed corruption on behalf of the DNC. Concerned
about unfair filtering of news, many cite this as another example of Facebook’s
suppression of trending conservative topics. But the explanation offered on behalf of
Facebook was that it was the automatic spam‐detecting software that blocked the site,
due to a “false positive” identification of the Wikileaks site as malicious. The problem has
since been “fixed.”

Reply

dave123 July 26, 2016 at 8:10 PM

Netflix Planning Panama Papers Scandal MovieTG Daily03:47  

Panama Papers: OCCRP Partner ICIJ Reveals How Offshores Help Keep Africa
PoorOCCRP03:42 

Emmy nomination for our Fatal Extraction investigationCenter for Public
Integrity03:24

Netflix to tackle the Panama Papers in new movieEntertainment Weekly03:05  

Panama Papers Movie Coming from Netflix & John WellsComingSoon.net03:02  

Netflix, John Wells Developing Panama Papers MovieVariety02:58  

Netflix Is Making a Movie Out of the Panama PapersFortune02:54  

Panama Papers Film in Works From John Wells, NetflixHollywood Reporter02:52

Panama Papers scandal to get Hollywood movie treatmentReuters02:29  

Netflix, John Wells Take on Panama PapersBroadcasting & Cable02:28  

Netflix to make Panama Papers film based on biggest data leak in historyThe
Malta Independent01:43

dave123 July 27, 2016 at 12:46 PM

News for Donald Trump: 'I Hope' Russia Hacked  
Donald Trump says he hopes Russia hacked Hillary Clinton's email 
Yahoo ‐ 2 hours ago  

K. Craine July 28, 2016 at 6:17 AM

Email comment by TEX:

Last night I watched several broken hearted mothers step on the DNC stage and share
stories about their dead children who our police killed. It truly was heart breaking . 

Several questions. Where are the dads? Why do they think that Hillary , an old broken
down white woman, will make one thing better when our black president of 8 years has
made it worse? And where are the dads? How will eliminating the safety provided by our
cops improve their chances when the bulk of dead black kids are killed by live black kids
who will most likely die at the hands of another black kid tomorrow.? And where are the
dads? 

The Dems are using these naive , son less moms as political pawns. What a dishonest
approach to power. Once again the liberals can not name the enemy. Where are the
dads? 

Thank God for the men and women of law enforcement.... let's all pray for peace in
those poor moms lives, Have a great day, TEX= 

former attorney)

15. Christopher  P. King  ( aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka  Christopher-
Charles P. King, Fenwick & West
LLP)

16. Theodore  B. Olson  (Gibson
Dunn)

17. Thomas G. Hungar  (Gibson
Dunn)

18. Eric H. Holder, Jr. (Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

19. James Cole  (Deputy Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

20. Tony  West (Associate Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice; 2008
Obama California Campaign
Manager)

21. Robert F. Bauer  (Obama
Attorney; White House Chief
Counsel; directed IRS targeting of
the Tea Party; formerly and
currently employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team;" spouse is Anita
B. Dunn)

22. Anita  B. Dunn  (Obama Attorney;
White House Chief Counsel;
husband Robert F. Bauer directed
IRS targeting of the Tea Party,
formerly employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team")

23. Mary  L. Schapiro  (former
Chairman, Securities & Exchange
Commission (S.E.C.); holds
investments in 51 Facebook Club
basket funds)

24. James "Jamie"  Brigagliano
(former Deputy Director of the
Division of Trading and Markets at
the Securities and Exchange
Commission; Mary L. Schapiro's
chief lieutenant on "dark pool" rule
making)

25. Joseph  P. Cutler  (Perkins Coie)

26. David  P. Chiappetta  (Perkins
Coie)

27. James R. McCullagh  (Perkins
Coie)

28. Ramsey  M. Al-Salam  (Perkins
Coie)

29. Grant E. Kinsel (Perkins Coie)

30. Reeve  T. Bull (Gibson Dunn)

31. Heidi Keefe  (Cooley)

32. Michael G. Rhodes (Cooley; Tesla
Motors)

33. Elizabeth  Stameshk in  (Cooley)

34. Donald  K. Stern  (Cooley; Justice
Dept. advisor)

35. Mark  R. Weinstein  (Cooley)

36. Jeffrey  Norberg  (Cooley)

37. Ronald  Lemieux  (Cooley)

38. Craig W . Clark  (Blank Rome)

39. Tom  Amis (Cooley / McBee
Strategic)

40. Erich  Veitenheimer  (Cooley /
McBee Strategic)

41. Roel Campos (Cooley; former
Commissioner of the U.S. Securities
& Exchange Commission at the time
of the infamous Facebook 12(g)
exemption)

42. Lisa  T. Simpson  (Orrick)

43. Indra  Neel Chatterjee  (Orrick)

44. Samuel O'Rourke  (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)
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Reply

K. Craine July 28, 2016 at 6:24 AM

Email comment by GH:

Something did not sit right with me about the facts Elizabeth Warren was asserting
during her DNC speech two nights ago. Her rival Scott Brown nailed what was bugging me
from my previous reads about her actual record. Bottom line, Warren is a suck up to
Hillary and betrayed her integrity, what little of it she had left with me anyway. 

Twitchy S. (Jul. 27, 2016). Watch Scott Brown Expose the Blatant Hypocrizy of Elizabeth
Warren's Senate Record. Twitchy.com 

http://twitchy.com/twitchys‐3839/2016/07/27/watch‐scott‐brown‐expose‐the‐blatant‐
hypocrisy‐of‐elizabeth‐warrens‐senate‐record/

In an interview with The Daily Caller, Scott Brown had some harsh words for his former
rival Sen. Elizabeth Warren. 

Calling her a “fraud,” he tore into her record in the Senate and her hypocrisy in
criticizing some of the same activities that she herself has engaged in.

Reply

K. Craine July 28, 2016 at 6:33 AM

Winston Churchill 1899: 

"Individual Muslims may show splendid qualities, but the influence of the religion
paralyses the social development of those who follow it. No stronger retrograde force
exists in the world."

Perhaps that is why the Cartel likes it so much. They have been previously unsuccessful
with their global takeover because the moral ethics of Christianity and Judaism thwart
them at every turn. They have discovered that followers of Islam are more easily
manipulated and are more easily influenced by bribery and corruption.

Reply

Arasmus Dragon July 28, 2016 at 8:00 AM

My investigators have just been given a heads up about a site that has received and
analyzed recent FOIA disclosures by the NSA related to Edward Snowden. It looks very
interesting indeed. Suggest that readers download the source documents in case they
suddenly go missing from the site, as was the recent experience with the Cartel hackers
who tried to censor AFI.

http://electrospaces.blogspot.dk/

Reply

K. Craine July 28, 2016 at 10:37 AM

Email comment by Pete: 

Thought you would be interested in this news:

Jeff Poor: (Jul. 28, 2016). Giuliani: Uniformed Police Officers Not Allowed on Democratic
Convention Floor. Breitbart / Fox News. 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/07/28/giuliani‐uniformed‐police‐officers‐not‐
allowed‐democratic‐convention‐floor/

Reply

dave123 July 28, 2016 at 2:01 PM

REVEALED: Facebook has ignored SEVEN summonses from the IRS as the agency
investigates social network's Irish operation amid claims it has undervalued itself in order
to pay lower taxes

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article‐3711265/Facebook‐ignored‐seven‐
summonses‐IRS‐agency‐investigates‐social‐network‐s‐overseas‐
operation.html#ixzz4Fju5iAT8 
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook

45. Theodore  W . Ullyo t (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)

46. Amber  H. Rover, aka Amber  L.
Hagy  aka Amber  Hatfield  (Weil
Gotshal LLP; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's former client)

47. Edward  R. Reines (Weil Gotschal)

48. Trish  Harris (DC Bar Association)

49. Elizabeth  A. Herman  (DC Bar
Association)

50. Elizabeth  J. Branda  (DC Bar
Association)

51. David  J. Kappos (former Patent
Office Director; former IBM chief
intellectual property counsel;
ordered unprecedented 3rd reexam
of Leader Technologies' patent;
Obama political appointee)

52. Preetinder  ("Preet") Bharara
(U.S. Attorney Ceglia  v.
Zuckerberg; formerly of Gibson &
Dunn LLP; protects Zuckerberg)

53. Thomas J. Kim  (SEC Chief
Counsel)

54. Anne  Krauskopf  (SEC Special Sr.
Counsel)

55. John G. Roberts, Jr. (Chief
Justice, U.S. Supreme Court)

56. Jan Horbaly  (Federal Circuit,
Clerk of Court)

57. Kimberly  A. Moore  (Judge,
Federal Circuit)

58. Matthew  J. Moore  (Latham &
Watkins LLP; husband of Judge
Kimberly A. Moore)

59. Kathryn "Kathy"  Ruemmler
(Latham & Watkins LLP; White
House counsel)

60. Evan J. Wallach  (Judge, Federal
Circuit)

61. Alan D. Lourie  (Judge, Federal
Circuit)

62. Randall R. Rader  (Chief Judge,
Federal Circuit)

63. Terence  P. Stewart (Federal
Circuit Bar Association)

64. Leonard  P. Stark  (Judge,
Delaware U.S. District Court)

65. Richard  J. Arcara  (Judge, N.Y.
Western District, Ceglia  v. Holder  et
al)

66. Allen R. MacDonald
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)

67. Stephen C. Siu  (Administrative
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)

68. Meredith  C. Petravick
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)

69. James T. Moore  (Administratie
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)

70. Pinchus M. Laufer  (Sr. Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)

71. Kimberly  Jordan  (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

72. Daniel J. Ryman  (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

73. W illiam  J. Sto ffel (Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)

74. James C. Payne  (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

75. Deandra  M. Hughes (Examiner,
Leader  v. Facebook reexamination)

76. Kathryn Walsh  Siehndel (FOIA
Counsel, U.S. Patent Office - bio and
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Replies

Reply

Reply

dave123 July 28, 2016 at 11:45 PM

HILLARY CLINTON says she is going after TAX cheats  

HAY HILLARY I FOUND A TAX CHEAT FOR YOU 

Facebook has been reaping unfairly low tax rates and could owe the IRS big
time. At stake is billions of dollars. Facebook Ireland Ltd. is Facebook's main
international business and in 2014, made $5.3billion in sales. The IRS filed a
lawsuit against the Palo Alto, California‐based company Facebook earlier this
month, claiming they skimped on their taxes by undervaluing their company in
order to pay lower taxes abroad

K. Craine July 29, 2016 at 6:09 AM

Email comment by TEX:

Hillary, Hillary, Hillary, what a serial liar. She distorts every word she says. And has no
idea of the consequences of her ideas. 

Seems to me, the very best way to cut to the facts about our future is first to decide
what we want our country to look like and then decide on a plan to get there , including
who could best lead us in that direction. Here's my quick take.

1) we are deciding on the future of our country. We have no control over the world.  
2) we must decide where our borders begin and where they end. 
3) we must protect our outside interests with our military and inside interests with our 
police. Prosecute the bad ones, glorify the good ones.  
4) we must create a system that can house, feed, transport, and provide adequate 
energy for our people. We can not afford to feed the world.  
5) we must create a system that advances ALL US children with strong education and 
learning opportunities. We can not educate the world.  
6) all US citizens have a right to own property based on their ability to pay for property 
they haven a right to protect that property.  
7) Americans are ,and will remain ,free with free being defined as the right to operate 
within the laws of the land. Break the law, suffer the consequences.  
8) all Americans should have access to healthcare, and all Americans should be 
held responsible for their own health. Obamacare is choking that possibility
9) our President can do very little other than display and perform strong leadership. 
I personally want a leader that has actually produced a few wins along the road. 
Leadership is not just the ability to read a TelePrompTer. Leadership includes seeing a  
big picture, and building unifying coalitions. 
10) money is a unit of exchange based on productivity. Our current administration has  
totally destroyed that connection by creating $20 trillion in debt. Americans must 
find new and innovative ways to advance productivity.  

Allow me to take just a quick moment to outline our fiscal trajectory. By giving away
more stuff to folks that produce little by choice, we are soon to be beyond our abilities
to fix it. 

1) we owe $20 trillion
2) our total economy is $18 trillion
3) we have committed but unfunded liabilities of $140 trillion ( Soc Sec, Medicare,
Medicaid, and govt pensions.)
4) total wealth in the entire world is $260 trillion
5) we owe more than half of the world's total wealth.

Any idea how Hillary is gonna fix that ? 

Both conventions were full of music, personal stories of tragedy and success, both
candidates gave good speeches......lets get past that. We need honest leadership.  

Have a great day, TEX 

Reply

K. Craine July 29, 2016 at 6:33 AM

Email comment by Sheryl Attkisson

conflicts log concealed)

77. Dennis C. Blair  (Director, U.S.
National Intelligence)

78. Dennis F. Saylor, IV  (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)

79. James E. Boasberg  (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)

80. James P. Chandler, III
(President, National Intellectual
Property Law Institute, NIPLI; The
Chandler Law Firm Chartered;
advisor to Asst. Att'y Gen. Eric H.
Holder, Jr., Dept. of Justice;
Member, National Infrastructure
Assurance Commission, NIAC;
advisor to Federal Circuit Chief
Judge Randall R. Rader; advisor to
Sen. Orrin Hatch; author, The
Federal Trade Secrets Act and the
Economic Espionage Act of 1996;
Leader Technologies' legal counsel,
along with Fenwick & West LLP)

C. Facebook  puppet
masters:  

81. President Barack  Obama
(appointed Leonard P. Stark to the
judge's seat in Delaware Federal
District Court eight days after
Stark's court allowed Facebook to get
away with jury and court
manipulation of an on-sale bar
verdict which was attained without a
single piece of hard evidence; Barack
and Michelle Obama were evidently
protecting their 47 million "likes" on
Facebook)

82. Lawrence  "Larry"  Summers
(Harvard President who aided
Zuckerberg's light-speed rise to
prominence with unprecedented
Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama
bailout chief; Clinton Treasury
Secretary; World Bank Chief
Economist; "Special Advisor" to
Marc Andreessen in Instagram; co-
creator of the current Russian robber
baron economy; close 20-year
relationships with protégés Sheryl
Sandberg & Yuri Milner; aided in
recommendations that created the
Russian robber baron economy—and
Yuri Milner/DST/Asmanov's money
used to purchase Facebook stock)

83. James W . Breyer, Accel
Partners LLP; Facebook director;
client of Fenwick & West LLP since
the 1990's; apparently received
technology from other Fenwick
clients that was shuffled to
Zuckerberg, incl. Leader
Technologies' inventions)

84. David  Plouffe ; directed Obama's
2008 and 2012 campaigns; a self-
described "statistics nerd;" likely
directed the activities of the
Facebook Club; employed Robert F.
Bauer, Perkins Coii LLP in 2000 at
the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee

85. McBee  Strategic (one of the main
"private" arms responsible for
dolling out the billions in Obama
"green energy" stimulus funds;
partnered with Cooley Godward
LLP)

86. Mike  Sheehy  (Cooley-McBee
Strategic principal; former National
Security Adviser to House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi)

87. Nancy  Pelosi (U.S.
Congresswoman; appears to be
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Reply

Top 10 Astroturfers  
Posted: 28 Jul 2016 09:38 AM PDT 
This article first posted in February of 2014

https://sharylattkisson.com/top‐10‐astroturfers/

What’s most successful when it appears to be something it’s not? Astroturf. As in fake
grassroots.

The many ways that corporations, special interests and political interests of all stripes
exploit media and the Internet to perpetuate astroturf is ever‐expanding. Surreptitious
astroturf methods are now more important to these interests than traditional lobbying of
Congress. There’s an entire PR industry built around it in Washington. 

Astroturfers often disguise themselves and publish blogs, write letters to the editor,
produce ads, start non‐profits, establish Facebook and Twitter accounts, edit Wikipedia
pages or simply post comments online to try to fool you into thinking an independent or
grassroots movement is speaking. They use their partners in blogs and in the news media
in an attempt to lend an air of legitimacy or impartiality to their efforts.

Astroturf’s biggest accomplishment is when it crosses over into semi‐trusted news
organizations that unquestioningly cite or copy it.

Reply

dave123 July 29, 2016 at 2:23 PM

The children that filed the lawsuit against Facebook with their parents had
purchased Facebook Credits, which have been rebranded as Facebook
Payments, using their parents’ card without their knowledge or consent. They
ended up charging up to a thousand dollars on the credit card.
Facebook’s legal team argued that the children got precisely what they paid
for
PAY YOUR TAXS FACEBOOK

K. Craine July 29, 2016 at 7:08 AM

CREDO AIDING AND ABETTING HILLARY'S COVERUP? 

Leftist blog CREDO has just sent out a petition against Donald Trump claiming he had
encouraged Russia to hack Hillary's email to find the 30,000 emails that she testified to
Congress under oath that she had deleted several years ago. She also said there was no
classified information on them and that they were all personal about weddings and yoga.

So, by CREDO sending this petition to withhold classified information from Donald Trump
for telling Putin he'd love to read these 30,000 emails that Hillary testified were
destroyed, How can that possibly be a breach of national security? Yoga emails? Are you
kidding me?

By Hillary's own sworn statements she has proven that CREDO either: (1) believes she is
lying and those 30,000 emails did in fact contain classified information, or (2) believes
that the Russians may have hacked those 30,000 emails and are worried they will show
they had classified information, or (3) believes Hillary lied and those 30,000 emails still
exist and contain classified information contrary to Hillary's sworn testimony. 

This CREDO petition appears to be aiding and abetting Hillary's criminal cover‐up.

http://act.credoaction.com/sign/trump_briefings

Reply

dave123 July 29, 2016 at 6:29 PM

Trump’s encouragement of a dangerous dictator like Vladimir Putin to commit
espionage and publicize state secrets poses serious national security concerns
BUT WASN'T IT OBAMA THAT SADE IT WAS RUSSIA THAT HACKED THE EMAILS??
AND IF SO THIS MAKES HILLARY A SECURITY RISK THERE IS STILL 30,OOO EMAILS
OUT THERE

running political cover in the House
for Facebook, McBee Strategic,
Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West,
Breyers, etc.)

88. Harry  Reid  (U.S. Senator; Judge
Evan J. Wallach patron)

89. Thomas J. Kim  (SEC, Chief
Counsel & Assoc. Director) approved
Facebook's 500-shareholder
exemption on Oct. 14, 2007, one day
after it was submitted by Fenwick &
West LLP; Facebook used this
exemption to sell $3 billion insider
stock to the Russians Alisher
Asmanov, Yuri Milner, DST, Digital
Sky, Mail.ru which pumped
Facebook's pre-IPO valuation to
$100 billion; another Harvard grad,
Kim worked at Latham & Watkins
LLP which was the chief lobbyist for
the National Venture Capital
Association in 2002-2004 whose
Chairman was . . . James W. Beyer,
Accel Partners LLP; in other words
Breyer and Kim, both Harvard
grads, were associated at the time of
the Zuckerberg hacking and theft of
Leader Technologies' software code)

90. Ping Li (Accel Partners, Zuckerberg
handler)

91. Jim  Swartz (Accel Partners;
Zuckerberg handler)

92. Sheryl K. Sandberg  (Facebook,
Summers protégé; Facebook
director)

93. Yuri Milner  (DST aka Digital Sky,
Summers protégé; former Bank
Menatep executive; Facebook
director)

94. Alisher  Asmanov  (DST aka Digital
Sky; Goldman Sachs Moscow
partner; Russian oligarch; Friend of
the Kremlin; Became the Richest
Man in Russia after the Facebook
IPO)

95. Marc L. Andreessen  (Zuckerberg
coach; client of Fenwick & West LLP
and Christopher P. King aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka  Christopher-
Charles P. King; Summers' sponsor
during Instagram-scam; Facebook
director)

96. Peter  Thiel (19-year old Zuckerberg
coach; PayPal; Facebook director;
CEO, Clarion Capital)

97. Clarion Capital (Peter Thiel)

98. Reid  G. Hoffman  (19-year old
Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; LinkedIn;
Facebook director)

99. Richard  Wolpert (Accel Partners)

100. Robert Ketterson  (Fidelity
Ventures; Fidelity Equity Partners;
Fidelity Ventures
Telecommunications & Technology)

101. David  Kilpatrick  (Business
Insider; "The Facebook Effect"; PR
cleanse-meister re. Facebook
origins)

102. Zynga/Groupon/LinkedIn/Squ
are/Instagram  ("Facebook
Money/Credits/Bitcoin" feeder
companies)

103. Tesla  Motors (received $465
million in Obama stimulus funds
and hired Cooley's Michael Rhodes
in the seven months before the
Leader  v. Facebook trial, just before
veteran Judge Joseph Farnan made
the surprise announcement of his
retirement, just six days after
Facebook's disasterous Markman
Hearing)
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K. Craine July 29, 2016 at 9:20 AM

Email commment by TEX:

I received an email this morning that describes our current situation and why Hillary has
been forgiven for lying and cheating by the SAUL ALINSKY liberals:

This is based on Alinsky’s eight steps from democracy to socialist society. 

Obama quotes him often in his book and Hillary did her thesis on Alinsky, which Alinsky
wrote for her, his star student. 

ALMOST DONE. JUST ONE ELECTION DECIDES OUR FATE...the first two ( Obama) were
magnificent for the radicals and the final one is at hand.

ALMOST THERE

There are 8 levels of control that must be obtained before you are able to create a
socialist/communist State. The first is the most important

FIVE (5) of EIGHT (8) ARE DONE ‐ THE LAST THREE (3) ARE ALMOST THERE

1. Healthcare: "Control Healthcare and you control the People" 
DONE !

2. Poverty: Increase the Poverty level as high as possible." Poor People are easier to
control and will not fight back if the government is providing everything for them to live.
DONE!!

3. Debt: Increase the National Debt to an unsustainable level." That way you are able to
increase Taxes, and this will produce more Poverty. Tax the rich and wealthy until there
is no more of either. 
DONE!!!

4. Gun Control: marginalized the military and police. Remove the ability to defend
themselves from the Government. That way you are able to create a Police State ‐ total
local control.
ALMOST THERE!!!!

5. Welfare: Take control of every aspect of their lives (Food, Livestock, Housing, and
Income).
DONE!!!!!

6. Education: Take control of what People read & listen to; take control of what Children
learn in School. They only need one generation.
ALMOST THERE!!!!!!

7. Religion: Remove faith in God from the Government and Schools. Government of the
elites will replace the lunacy of God, the creator. 
ALMOST THERE!!!!!!!

8. Class Warfare: Divide the People into the Wealthy against the Poor. Racially divide.
Straight versus gay. Police versus criminals. Men against women. This will cause more
discontent and it will be easier to Tax the Wealthy with full support of the voting Poor. 
DONE!!!!!!!!

The bases are all covered! America is ripe! And, they are good at hiding their real
intentions. They even rewrite our laws and history. 

Dr. Brown will fight the hard battles affecting the moral 

Concerned about moral and spiritual decline; believes Hal will stand up, work hard and
fight for the 8th District
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MUST SEE VIDEO TO STOP ELECTION FRAUD: 

This is how Hillary will win the election (unless we stop these frauds in their tracks)

https://youtu.be/t75xvZ3osFg

THIS IS JUST ONE OF THE POSSIBLE WAYS ELECTIONS ARE STOLEN AT THE PRECINCT LEVEL. 

Another favorite upline is the "Man in the Middle" also called "a KingPin" who receives
the properly tallied votes at the precinct, changes them (euphamistically called
"shifted"), then send them on to your state tabulation machine.

104. So lyndra  (received $535 million in
Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the Cooley-
McBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)

105. BrightSource  (received $1.6
billion in Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the Cooley-
McBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)

106. John P. Breyer  (father of James
W. Breyer; founder of IDG Capital
Partners - China; coached his son on
exploiting Western markets while he
quietly built a venture capital
business in China for the last 20
years; the real brain behind the
Breyer exploitations

107. IDG  Capital Partners (China)
(founded by John P. Breyer, the
father of James W. Breyer, Accel
Partners; the current launderer of
the tens of billions James W has
fleeced from the U.S. market from
the bailout, stimulus and the "pump
& dump" Facebook IPO schemes)

108. Goldman Sachs (received US
bailout funds; then invested with
DST in Facebook private stock via
Moscow; took Facebook public;
locked out American investors from
investing)

109. Morgan Stanley  (received US
bailout funds; took Facebook public;
probably participated in oversees
purchases of Facebook private stock
before IPO)

110. State  Street Corporation
(received U.S. taxpayer bailout
monies along with Goldman Sachs
and Morgan Stanley; consolodating
control of ATM banking networks
internationally

111. JP Morgan Chase  (received U.S.
taxpayer bailout monies along with
Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
State Street Corporation)

112. Lloyd  Blank fein  (Goldman Sachs,
CEO)

113. Jamie  Dimon  (JP MorganChase,
CEO)

114. Steve  Cutler  (JP MorganChase,
General Counsel)

115. Rodgin Cohen  (JP MorganChase,
Outside Counsel; Sullivan Cromwell,
LLP)

116. U.S. Securities &  Exchange
Commission  (granted Fenwick &
West's application on behalf of
Facebook for an unpredented
exemption to the 500 shareholder
rule; opened the floodgated for
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley
to make a private market in
Facebook pre-IPO insider stock;
facilitated the influx of billions of
dollars from "dubious" sources
associated with Russian oligarchs,
Alisher Asmanov and Yuri Milner,
and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is
a partner with this Moscow
company, Digital Sky Technologies,
aka DST, aka Mail.ru)

117. Jeff  Markey  (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)

118. Steve  McBee  (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
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Your election monitoring plan needs to include ways to verify that none of these methods
is in process.

Don't wait until after an election to discover these frauds. The damage will have already
been done.

"Eternal Vigilance is the Price of Liberty." ‐‐Thomas Jefferson

Reply
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Email comment by Dinesh D'Souza:

ALERT: VIRUSES ARE SPREADING ACROSS THE COUNTRY FROM PHILADELPHIA 
Hillary Clinton was pushing her propaganda viruses out from Philadelphia last night, and
you'll need some inoculation from the DNC narrative this week:

See Hillary's America, in theaters nationwide now!

http://hillarysamericathemovie.com/
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TRUMP PUNDITS WERE RIGHT, THE POLLS HAVE BEEN FIXED 

Neil W. McCabe. (Jul. 29, 2016). Shock Poll: Reuters/Ipsos Radically Changes Methodology
to Favor Clinton. Breitbart.

http://www.breitbart.com/big‐journalism/2016/07/29/reuters‐ipsos‐poll‐change‐
methodology/

The Reuters/Ipsos polling team announced Friday that they are dropping the “Neither”
option from their presidential preference polls after their tracking polls showed a 17‐
point swing in favor of the Republican nominee Donald J. Trump, exposing the “Secret
Trump Voters” Democrats fear.
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More evidence that Establish Republicans and Democrats are one and the same. No
wonder John Kasich is sitting on his hands and flying his real flag: George Soros and spy
state "progressives."

Patrick Howley. (Jul. 29, 2016). Democratic Party Suffers Nervous Breakdown In Philly: The
Inside Story. Breitbart. 

http://www.breitbart.com/2016‐presidential‐race/2016/07/29/day‐1‐convention/ 

PHILADELPHIA – The Democratic National Convention was almost literally a disaster area.
Bernie Sanders suspended all party rules on the floor of the convention to personally
nominate Hillary Clinton by a voice vote. Left‐wing protesters rampaged in the streets.
Pro‐Bernie delegates walked off the convention floor in protest. Agitators seized the
mainstream media’s control center against an outnumbered police force. Speakers were
booed. Green Party candidate Jill Stein crashed the event and emerged as the new
Bernie Sanders in the general election. A man set himself on fire stomping on a burning
American flag.

America now has a real two‐party system: one party is the Populist Nationalists. The
other party is the political class. The Democratic Party is the political class.
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Email comment by Dick Morris:

Deceptive talk is the hallmark of the Clinton legacy ......

BILL CLINTON'S LOVING WIFE 

By Dick Morris, former political advisor to President Bill Clinton 

arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)

119. Michael F. McGowan  (Stroz
Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert
who lied about his knowledge of the
contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard Email accounts)

120. Bryan J. Rose  (Stroz Friedberg;
Facebook forensic expert who lied
about his knowledge of the contents
of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives
and Harvard Email accounts)

121. Dr. Saul Greenberg  (Facebook's
expert witness from the University
of Calgary; disingenuously waived
his hands and said he would be
"wild guessing" about the purpose of
a Java "sessionstate" import
statement (even Java newbies know
it is used for tracking a user while in
a web session); in short, Dr.
Greeberg lied to the jury, thus
discrediting his testimony)

122. Toni Townes-Whitley  (CGI
Federal; Michelle Obama's 1985
Princeton classmate; CGI "donated"
$47 million to the Obama campaign;
CGI won the no-bid contract to build
the www.healthcare.gov Obamacare
website; CGI shut off the security
features on Obama's reelection
donation sites to increase donations)

123. CGI Federal (US division of a
Canadian company; Donated $47
million to Obama's reelection, then
received the no-bid contract to build
the ill-fated Obamacare website;
Michelle Obama's Princeton
classmate, Toni Townes-Whitely, is a
Senior Vice President of CGI; the
website is replete with social
features and links to Facebook)

124. Kathleen Sebelius (Obama's
Secretary of Health & Human
Services since 2009 responsible for
$678 million Obamacare
implementation; made the decision
to hire CGI Federal on a no-bid
contract despite the evident conflict
of interest with Michelle Obama and
$47 million in Obama campaign
donations by CGI; the website is
replete with social features and links
to Facebook)

125. Todd  Y . Park  (White House Chief
Technology Officer (CTO); former
CTO for Health & Human Services;
chief architect of HealthCare.gov;
founder, director, CEO,
Athenahealth, Inc.; founder,
director, CEO, Castlight Health, Inc.)

126. Frank  M. Sands, Sr. / Frank  M.
Sands, Jr. (Founder and CEO,
respectively, of Sands Capital
Management LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 13G acquisition
reports for Athenahealth, Inc.,
Baidu, Inc. (ADR) and Facebook
stock during 2012; masked the
association of Todd Y. Park with
Athenahealth, Inc. and Baidu, Inc.,
and the association of both of those
companies with the Facebook IPO
fraud)

127. Robin "Handsome  Reward"
Yangong Li (CEO, Baidu, Inc.
(ADR); appointed Jan. 2004, the
same month that Mark Zuckerberg
obtained Leader Technologies' social
networking source code to start
Facebook; Robin Y . Li is very likely
associated with John P. and James
W. Breyer through their Chinese
entities, including IDG Capital
Partners, IDG-Accel and other
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Replies

If you happen to see the Bill Clinton five‐minute TV ad for Hillary in which he introduces
the commercial by saying he wants to share some things we may not know about Hillary's
background, beware as I was there for most of their presidency and know them better
than just about anyone. I offer a few corrections:

Bill says: "In law school Hillary worked on legal services for the poor." 

Facts are: Hillary's main extra‐curricular activity in 'Law School' was helping the Black
Panthers, on trial in Connecticut for torturing and killing a 'Federal Agent.' She went to
Court every day as part of a Law student monitoring committee trying to spot civil rights
violations and develop grounds for appeal.

Bill says: "Hillary spent a year after graduation working on a Children's rights project for
poor kids."

Facts are: Hillary interned with Bob Truehaft, the head of the California Communist Party.
She met Bob when he represented the Panthers and traveled all the way to San
Francisco to take an internship with him.

Bill says: "Hillary could have written her own job ticket, but she turned down all the
lucrative job offers."

Facts are: She flunked the D.C. Bar exam, 'Yes', flunked it, it is a matter of record, and
only passed the Arkansas bar. She had no job offers in Arkansas, 'None', and only got hired
by the University of Arkansas Law School at Fayetteville because Bill was already
teaching there. She did not join the prestigious Rose Law Firm until Bill became Arkansas
Attorney General and was made a partner only after he was elected Arkansas Governor. 

Bill says: "President Carter appointed Hillary to the Legal Services Board of Directors and
she became its Chairman."

Facts are: The appointment was in exchange for Bill's support for Carter in his 1980
primary against Ted Kennedy. Hillary then became chairman in a coup in which she won a
majority away from Carter's choice to be chairman.

Bill says: "She served on the board of the Arkansas Children's Hospital."

Facts are: Yes she did. But her main board activity, not mentioned by Bill, was to sit on
the Wal‐Mart Board of Directors, for a substantial fee. She was silent about their labor
and health care practices.

[END, Morris comment, Part 1]
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[BEGIN, Moris comment, Part II] 

Bill says: "Hillary didn't succeed at getting health care for all Americans in
1994 but she kept working at it and helped to create the Children's Health
Insurance Program (CHIP) that provides five million children with health
insurance."

Facts are: Hillary had nothing to do with creating CHIP. It was included in the
budget deal between Clinton and Republican Majority Leader Senator Trent
Lott. I know; I helped to negotiate the deal. The money came half from the
budget deal and half from the Attorney Generals' tobacco settlement. Hillary
had nothing to do with either source of funds.

Bill says: "Hillary was the face of America all over the World." (LOL) 

Facts are: Her visits were part of a program to get her out of town so that Bill
would not appear weak by feeding stories that Hillary was running the White
House. Her visits abroad were entirely touristic and symbolic and there was no
substantive diplomacy on any of them.

Bill says: "Hillary was an excellent Senator who kept fighting for Children's and
Women's issues." 

Facts are: Other than totally meaningless legislation like changing the names
on courthouses and post offices, she has passed only four substantive pieces of
legislation. One set up a national park in Puerto Rico. A second provided
respite care for family members helping their relatives through Alzheimer's or
other conditions. And two were routine bills to aid 911 victims and responders
which were sponsored by the entire N.Y. Delegation. Presently, she is trying to
have the U.S. Memorialize Woodstock. 

variants; Li appointed a junior
attorney from Fenwick & West LLP,
Palo Alto/Mountain View, namely
Parker Zhang, to be his "Head of
Patents;" Fenwick & West LLP
represented both Leader
Technologies, Inc. and Accel Partners
LLC in 2002-2003 and had Leader's
source code in their files.)

128. Parker  Zhang  ("Head of Patents"
at Baidu, Inc. (ADR), appointed in
approx. May 2012; formerly a junior
Associate attorney at Fenwick &
West LLP; graduate from Michigan
Law in 2005)

129. Penny  S. Pritzker  (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; replaced
Rebecca M. Blank; holds over $24
million in Facebook "dark pools"
stock, most notably in Goldman
Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
JPMorgan)

130. Rebecca  M. Blank  (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; oversaw
the dubious Leader v. Facebook
activities of the Patent Office
Director, David J. Kappos, who held
over one million dollars in Facebook
"dark pools" during the Leader  v.
Facebook proceedings; Kappos
purchased this stock within weeks of
his surprise recess appointment by
President Obama; Kappos also was
formerly employed by IBM, who sold
Facebook 750 patents during the
Leader  v. Facebook proceedings;
right before leaving the Patent
OFfice, Kappos also ordered an
unprecedented 3rd reexamination of
Leader's patent without even
identifying claims)

131. Mary  L. Schapiro  (Chairman,
Securities & Exchange Commission;
holds 51 Facebook "dark pools" stocks
which held stock in Facebook, Baidu
and more than a dozen Facebook
crony companies; failed to regulate
the "dark pools;" failed to disclose
her substantial conflict of interest in
regulating the run up to the
Facebook IPO)

132. Robert C. Hancock  (Chief
Compliance Officer, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics)

133. Jonathan Goodman  (Chief
Counsel, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
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Here is what bothers me more than anything else about Hillary Clinton. She
has done everything possible to weaken the President and our Country (that's
you and me) when it comes to the 'War on Terror'. 

1. She wants to close GITMO and move the combatants to the USA where they
would have access to our legal system.

2. She wants to eliminate the monitoring of suspected Al Qaeda phone calls
to/from the USA.

3. She wants to grant constitutional rights to enemy combatants captured on
the battlefield.

4. She wants to eliminate the monitoring of money transfers between
suspected Al Qaeda cells and supporters in the USA.

5. She wants to eliminate the type of interrogation tactics used by the Military
& CIA where coercion might be used when questioning known terrorists even
though such tactics might save American lives.

One cannot think of a single 'Bill', Hillary has introduced or a single comment
she has made that would tend to strengthen our Country in the 'War on
Terror'. But, one can think of a lot of comments she has made that weaken our
Country and makes it a more dangerous situation for all of us.

Bottom line: She goes hand in hand with the ACLU on far too many issues
where common sense is abandoned.

Share this with everyone you know, ask them to prove Dick Morris wrong. Think
about it ‐ he (Dick Morris) has said all of this openly, thus if he were not
truthful he'd be liable for 'Defamation of Character'!

And you better believe Hillary would sue him!!!

Her winning in 2016 means the final death knell for America! 

Her Whole Public Life Has Been A LIE!!!

By Dick Morris, former political advisor to President Bill Clinton

and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics; Goodman was formerly
employed by Gibson Dunn LLP,
Facebook appeals counsel in Leader
v. Facebook)

134. Trip  Adler  ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader  v. Facebook judicial
corruption)

135. Jared  Friedman ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader  v. Facebook judicial
corruption)

136. Jeffrey  Wadsworth  (CEO,
Battelle Memorial Institute;
President, Ohio State University
Board of Trustees; former Deputy
Director of Science & Technologies,
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, University of California
Board of Trustees)

137. Michael V. Drake  (President, The
Ohio State University; former
Chancellor, University of California,
Irvine)

138. Woodrow  A. Myers (Chief
Medical Officer, Wellpoint, Inc.;
formerly Corporate Operations
Officer, Anthem Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Indiana)

139. Alex  R. Fischer  (aka Alexander
Ross Fischer; Trustee, The Ohio
State University; former Sr. Vice
President, Battelle Memorial
Institute; Chairman, OmniViz;
married to Lori Barreras)

140. Chris Glaros (author of the
discredited Waters Report re. The
Ohio State University Marching
Band; protege of Eric H. Holder, Jr.,
Professor James P. Chandler, III,
and Algernon L. Marbley)

141. Lori Barreras (Commissioner,
Ohio Civil Rights Commission;
former Vice President of Human
Resources, The Ohio State
University; former Vice President,
Battelle Memorial Institute; married
to Alex R. Fischer)

142. David  Vaughn  (Criminal Attorney,
David Vaughn Consulting Group;
former Assistant U.S. Attorney;
appointed to the discredited Waters
Commission at Ohio State)

143. Betty  Montgomery  (former Ohio
Attorney General; appointed to the
discredited Waters Commission at
Ohio State; accepted campaign
contributions from Woodrow A.
Myers, Wellpoint, Inc. and friend of
Michael V. Drake)
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Dr. Alan Dillman 
Cedarville University 

Ohio  Presidential Vote Fraud 2004 
 

1. INSPIRATION FOR THE FRAUD: 
 It’s not who votes that counts, but  

    who counts the votes.”  

 Joseph Stalin 

 

2. Votes “shifted” to George W. Bush 
Bush officially beat Kerry in Ohio by 2.5%, but Kerry won the 
exit poll by 4.2%―a difference of 6.7%. Election watchdogs: 
“Anything above 2% means vote fraud.”  

3. Shifter SmarTech was an exclusive Republican vendor 
SmarTech supplied Karl Rove, Bush family, RNC, Swift Boat 
campaign—all Republican, located in Tennessee. 

4. Gov. Kasich funded IBM in Ohio 
John Kasich bought IBM gear for the State of Ohio; Kasich is 
Soros funded and employs LinkedIn swindler Mark Kvamme. 

5. Dr. Dillman hides SmarTech/Cedarville U  links 
Dr. Alan Dillman’s LinkedIn bio avoids all  
mention of his  2004 Ohio vote “consulting” 

6. Triad “removed” vote machine audit trail before recount 
Vendor in charge of electronic voting machine audit trail, 
Triad Corporation, “removed” data devices before a recount 

7. Whistleblower Connell died during trial 
Six weeks after his deposition, engineer Michael Connell died 
in a mysterious small plane crash 

8. Trial Judge Algernon L. Marbley tied to IBM Eclipse 
Marbley associated with James P. Chandler, III, Harvard spy 
state security and legal adviser to Bill & Hillary Clinton, Larry 
Summers, IBM, Eclipse Foundation, George Bush and Barack 
Obama; withheld release of Connell whistleblower 
deposition for three year; resigned Ohio State trustees in 
disgrace after failing to disclose conflicts of interest 

9. Ken Blackwell, Sec. of State, also RNC co-chair 
The fox was guarding the hen house. OH Secretary of State 
oversees election count and audit as RNC OH co-chair 

Ed Ellsworth. (May 29, 2016). Protecting Our Election. Presentation Bob Fitrakis, Cliff Arnebeck and Lori Grace from 
http://www.trustvote.org. Enlightened Films; Deposition of Michael L. Connnell, Doc. No. 118-2, Nov. 3, 2008, King Lincoln Bronzeville 
Neighborhood Assn., et al., vs. Ohio Secretary of State Jennifer Brunner, et al., 06-cv-745-ALM (S.D. OH 2006)(Filed: 07/15/11). 

Your 
Vote 

Precinct  
Electronic 

Voting 
Machines 88 OH County 

Tallies 

OH Secy of State 
Tally 

Data 
Backups 

“Removed” 
before 

recount 

SmarTech TN 

Ohio votes were collected, then trashed. 

True Data 
Manipulated Data 

Ensure your vote counts! 
Legend: 

No mention of  
Cedarville U on LinkedIn 

“Vote Shifting” 
Fraud 

Solution to secure, 
fair vote: 
 
Deploy honest, 
knowledgeable third 
parties on site on 
election night tasked to: 

Compare 
electronic 
count to 

paper count 

Monitor 
application & 

domain 
traffic for 

fixing activity 

Brutal Soviet dictator who murdered over 
40 million citizens to maintain power. 

“Official” 
(Rigged) 

Tally 

Mostly (if not all) facts. May contain opinion that requires independent verification. 

“Find the Dillmans” 

Paper Ballots 
ordered destroyed  
in 2012 without 
recount by Clinton-
appointed judge 

Algernon L. 
Marbley 
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